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LEARNING 
FROM MILAN



Project: Northwestern University Engineering Life Sciences

Location: Evanston, IL

Architect: Flad Architects

Product: Fireframes ClearFloor® fre-rated glass foor system
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Once upon a time, the foor was a bore. But no more. The Fireframes ClearFloor® System from Technical Glass Products 

is a clear departure from the expected. Bring daylight deep into building interiors, creating dramatic visual effects 

between levels. This innovative, UL-classifed system, combines steel framing and Pilkington Pyrostop® glass for impact 

resistance and a 2-hour fre-rating. Open the next chapter in smart design. 

freglass.com   |  800.426.0279

Find out more about this groundbreaking foor at freglass.com/clearfoor

NOT THE SAME OLD STORY.
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IS MORE THAN



If you can imagine the ultimate living environment, our collection of handcrafted products 

makes it possible. You know us for our authentic stone, and now we’d like to share some of 

our other passions. 

To request your free Idea Book, call 800.925.1491, or visit eldoradostone.com/inspiration 
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fresh 
architecture, 

every day
Want more coverage of 

design, products, culture, 
technology, and business? 
We are so darn productive 
that it’s impossible to fit 

every word and image 
into the monthly print 
edition of architect. If 
you like the magazine, 
then you’ll find even 

more good stuff online at 
architectmagazine.com.

contact us
We want to hear from you.  

Starting on page 10, 
you’ll find all of the 

contact information for 
our editors and sales 

representatives—as well as 
where to send information 

about changing your 
address, ordering back 
issues, uploading your 

projects to our website, 
and more.

on the cover
Residences at CityLife, 

designed by  
Zaha Hadid Architects.  

Photo by Michele Nastasi. To
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113

86 CityLife
A new neighborhood is taking shape in Milan. And if the 
first completed structures—residential complexes by Zaha 
Hadid and Daniel Libeskind—are any indication, it could be 
a model for urban development in the United States.

RUtGeRS bUSineSS SChooL
The new TEN Arquitectos–designed facility is a whip-smart 
interior study in non-programmed space, but don’t get 
distracted by the building’s “big move.”

ZooLoGiCaL PaRk of PaRiS
Bernard Tschumi has reimagined Paris’s beloved but 
crumbling 1934 zoo in a way that improves the experience 
for both the visitors and the animals.

VaULt hoUSe
Johnston Marklee takes a curvaceous approach to 
reinventing the beach house paradigm.

100



INTRODUCING GUARDIAN SUNGUARD SNX 51/23

SunGuard SNX 51/23 from Guardian is a glass industry f rst — the 

f rst product on the market with visible light above 

50% and a solar heat gain coeff cient below 0.25. 

Along with low ref ectivity and a neutral blue 

color, it represents a breakthrough combination 

of light, appearance and solar control that meets 

increasingly strict energy codes. For complete 

performance data — and other ways to Build With Light — 

visit SunGuardGlass.com. Or call 1-866-GuardSG (482-7374).
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Nexus Wallan GP SuperClinic by Billard Leece Partnership

A vertical gym by Urban-Think Tank
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Front 
18   Ethics, GEopolitics,  

and architEcturE
Should architects be held accountable for the 
politics of their clients or their country?

25  Front
Hadid builds tall in Miami, a search for women 
architects, Foster and Gehry team up in London, 
Billard Leece Partnership’s rich wood detailing, 
starting your own firm, spotlight on Opsis 
Architecture, sound cloaking, and more …

43  aiarchitEct
Energy’s first dean, how we can get reliable 
research, getting licensed may get easier,  
and the benefits of design thinking.

Center
60   midcEntury modErn 

rEvivals
These icons, rooted in the mid-20th century,  
stay true to their designers’ visions.

62  thE art oF thE aEriE
As a spate of towers rise in New York and 
elsewhere, many are less than convincing in 
their vertical uplift. Here’s what contemporary 
architects have forgotten about building tall.

70  writtEn in liGhts
To highlight the relevance of libraries in the 21st 
century, Marble Fairbanks created a dynamic 
skylight that shouts it from the rooftop.

74  GoinG top down
Urban-Think Tank, best known for its vertical 
gyms in the Caracas barrios, has a new strategy 
for building in Third World slums.

82   mastErinG thE  
post-loss dEbriEF

What’s worse than losing a competition your 
firm could have won? Failing to find out why.

BaCk
128   city oFFicEs,  

urban linchpin
Philadelphia’s Municipal Services Building, by 
Vincent Kling, won high praise in 1962 for its 
contribution to broader urban design.



WWW.TAKTL-LLC.COM1120 William Flynn Highway, Glenshaw, Pa 15116 | 412.486.1600 | info@taktl-llc.com

TAKTL® offers a full line of architectural elements — VECTR® facade and 

wall panels, cast corners, screens, louvers, and fins — made of TAKTL 

Ultra High Performance Concrete. Uniting superior strength, durability, and 

design possibilities — TAKTL will change the way you think about concrete.

DISCOVER ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE

ASTM C1186 Grade IV Certification

7 STANDARD TEXTURES

10 STANDARD COLORS

SHOWING VECTR Linear Format Facade Panels

TEXTURES Smooth, Custom Media Blast, Reeds

COLOR Custom Titanium
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THERMAL
& SOLAR

FABRIC
SUNSCREEN

866.902.9647

mermetusa.com

Sunscreen fabrics that can enhance your view – 

and your vision. Dream big with Mermet.

Performance Fabrics
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contact
Want to get in touch with an editor or sales representative? Order a 
back issue? Change the address for your subscription? Find all of the 
information you need on this and the following pages. Or, if you’d rather, 
go to  architectmagazine.com and click “Contact” at the top of the page.

Submissions
Letters to the editor
Send us an email. You can reach us at 

letters@architectmagazine.com. Letters may  

be edited for length, content, and style,  

and published in a future issue.

Projects
If you have a building project that you think 

would be of interest to our readers, please go 

to  architectmagazine.com, click “Projects,” 

select “Add a Project,” and upload images, 

project credits, and a description directly to 

our website. Our design editors review every 

submission for possible publication in print 

and for promotion online.

ArticLes
architect does not accept unsolicited  

articles. If you have an idea for a story,  

please email a brief description and writing 

samples to senior editor Eric Wills at  

ewills@hanleywood.com.

Products
To submit a product for consideration for 

publication, please email a press release 

and at least one image of the product to 

products@architectmagazine.com.

Edit Calendar & Media Kit
Please visit architectmediakit.com.

Subscriptions, Customer 
Service, and Back Issues
Email arch@omeda.com or call 888.269.8410  

(toll-free in USA) or 847.291.5221. You can 

also visit  architectmagazine.com and click 

on “Subscribe” (subscriptions only). Allow six 

to eight weeks for the first issue.

AnnuAL subscriPtion rAtes
US: $59; Canada: $69;  

Other countries: $199 (12 monthly issues)

singLe-coPy Prices
US: $10; Canada: $15; Other countries: $20

Continuing Education
We have more than 200 free courses to 

help you stay current with your learning 

requirements: To register, please visit 

 architectmagazine.com and click  

“Continuing Ed” at the top of the page.

Newsletters
architect produces two free email 

newsletters: the architect newswire, 

which is a daily compilation of the day’s 

top stories, and the architect weekly, 

which keeps you current on all of the top 

stories from architect and its Hanley Wood 

sister publications. Subscribe to one or both 

at  architectmagazine.com by clicking 

“Newsletter” at the top of the page.

Digital Edition
You can read any issue of architect on your 

computer. Read it while online, or download 

the PDF of the issue to read offline. Go to  

 architectmagazine.com and click on 

“Magazine” at the top of the page.

Architect on Mobile
In addition to visiting our website, 

 architectmagazine.com, there are two ways 

that you can read architect on your iPad or 

iPhone. With our architect magazine 
reader app, download the digital version 

of our latest print edition or go back through 

our archives to find an issue you missed. With 

our architect news app, keep up with all 

of the news, products, and projects as they  

go live on our website.

Reprints
Wright’s Media

877.652.5295 ext. 102

niademarco@wrightsmedia.com

Address Changes
AiA MeMbers
Call 800.242.3837, and press 2

ALL others
architect
P.O. Box 3494

Northbrook, IL 60065

1982-2012

IN
VISIBLE STRUCTURES

invisiblestructures.com | 800-233-1510

grass porous paving

gravel porous paving

The Best Pavements 

 Are
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From Las Vegas’s star-studded cast of gaming resorts to 

New York landmark Yonkers Raceway, casinos are becoming 

synonymous with innovative design. This historic 1890s 

racetrack bet its future on a 21st-century overhaul of its 

Empire City Casino by New York-based Studio V Architecture. 

With a philosophy of exploring architectural expression 

based on contemporary technology, the award-winning frm 

capped its redesign with a space-age porte-cochère of steel 

latticework clad with ETFE Tefon-coated flm. The innovative 

entrance stunningly reinvents the casino’s image and marks 

the first U.S. application of this cutting-edge material—

showing a building need not be conventional to be a good bet.

 Transforming design 
 into reality

For help achieving the goals of your next project,  

contact the Ornamental Metal Institute of New York.

Publisher of Metals in Construction

211 E 43 ST  |  NY, NY 10017  |  212-697-5554  |  www.ominy.org

Architect: Studio V Architecture

 STAR
     TRACK
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With Energy Select™ 25 low-e coated glass products, you now have more creative freedom 

on projects that call for enhanced solar control. Four tinted substrate colors are available, 

with solar heat gain coeffi cients as low as 0.25 in a double-glazed unit. 

Designing for maximum building performance has never looked better. 

Find out more at us.agc.com or email us at info@us.agc.com. 

Lower solar heat gain, higher design appeal

Learn more about 
Energy Select

Architect:

Harvard • Jolly

St. Petersburg College

Applied Ethics Institute

St. Petersburg, FL
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PEFC/29-31-75

PEFC Certified

This product is 
from sustainably 
managed forests and 
controlled sources

www.pefc.org

PEFC certification applies to text only
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In Manhattan’s East Village, a neighborhood known for 

passionately independent movements, 51 Astor coolly 

shows it belongs. Designed to attract a diverse range of 

tenants by Maki and Associates for Edward J. Minskoff 

Equities, it links two huge volumes on a full city block yet 

manages to appear different from each angle. The building’s 

structural steel acrobatics ensure flexibility to serve this 

market long-term while coalescing with a neighborhood 

master plan to connect community through public space—a 

restrained composition in an unrestrained neighborhood.

Structural Steel 
Right for any application

For help achieving the goals of your next project,  

contact the Steel Institute of New York.

Publisher of Metals in Construction

211 E 43 ST  |  NY, NY 10017  |  212-697-5553  |  www.siny.org

Architect: Fumihiko Maki, Maki Associates

Structural Engineer: Ysrael A. Seinuk

Photo: Richard Ginsberg
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Scan this code and take

the BPM Select Video Tour!

®

The Premier Building Product Search Engine

6Browse by CSI Classification

www.bpmselect.com

Open Your Product Search to New Possibilities.

Hydraulic Bi-folding Doors

Hydraulic Bi-folding Doors by: Crown Industries, Inc.

Nearly 15,000 manufacturers with over six million web pages of new possibilities every day.

The most comprehensive building product search tool on the web.

Visit us at:

Chicago, IL
June 26-28, 2014

Booth 2855

Expo
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Visit us at

AIA EXPO  
Booth # 2451

A Free-to-Use Product Selection Tool

The Visual Spec Builder (VSB) is a revolutionary online platform that allows designers and architects to build a residential 

or commercial virtual showroom. Simply add your project details, select your room, then choose from code compliant and 
compatible fxtures, fttings, accessories, and interior fnishes — see them instantly update on the system. 

Design Development 
Revolutionized

CHOOSE FROM  
A VARIETY OF 

ROOM LAYOUTS

DEFINE BUILDING 
TYPE TO MEET 

BUILDING CODE

SAVE AND DOWNLOAD 
SCHEDULES,  REVIT 

FAMILIES, AND MORE

SELECT FIXTURES, 
FITTINGS AND 
ACCESSORIES

STEP 

1
STEP 

2
STEP 

3
STEP 

4

EARN  UP TO 4 FREE CEU CREDITS!
• Complimentary food and refreshments • Visit us at booth #2451
For course details visit: visualspecbui lder .com/AIAcon14
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Ethics, GEopolitics, 
and architEcturE

The poliTics of 
place-making are 

an imporTanT 
consideraTion 

wiTh every 
projecT, even 
when They’re 

noT self-evidenT.

Should architectS be held accountable for the politicS of 
their clientS or their country? the royal inStitute of britiSh 
architectS SeemS to think So.

I don’t thInk of architecture as an especially 
political discipline. Sure, there are the (typically 
quiet) politics of place-making, which are an 
important consideration with every project, 
even where they’re not self-evident. Every 
building embodies some point of view or 
other, often deriving from the economics 
of its development or the power-base of its 
owner. Consider the differences between, say, a 
corporate high-rise and an urban nonprofit SRO.

But architecture usually doesn’t play much 
of a role on the grand stages of legislation and 
diplomacy, other than as a dramatic backdrop 
or as the occasional political football, à la the 
Eisenhower Memorial.

So a recent flurry of news stories involving 
the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), 
the Israeli Association of United Architects,  
the International Union of Architects (UIA), 
and Israeli settlements in occupied Palestinian 
territory came as a big surprise. In March, RIBA’s  
governing body, RIBA Council, passed the 
following motion:

Since the Israeli Association of United 
Architects (IAUA) has paid no regard to the 
UIA Resolution 13 of 2005 and 2009, the 
RIBA calls on the UIA, as the international 
guardian of professional and ethical 
standards in our profession, to suspend 
the membership of the Israeli Association 
of United Architects, until it acts to 
resist these illegal projects, and observes 
international law, and the UIA Accords 
and Resolution 13.

And just what is the UIA Resolution 13? 
It “condemns development projects and the 
construction of buildings on land that has been 
ethnically purified or illegally appropriated, 
and projects based on regulations that are 
ethnically or culturally discriminatory, and 
similarly it condemns all action contravening 
the fourth Geneva Convention.”

In other words, the U.K.’s architecture 
association called on the profession’s 
international parent organization to discipline 

its counterpart in Israel. Why? Because a 
voting majority on RIBA Council opposes the 
settlements—“these illegal projects”—and 
wants to hold Israeli architects accountable.

Talk about a hot-button issue. The 
settlements have been condemned by the 
U.S. government and the United Nations as a 
major obstacle to peace between Israel and the 
Palestinians. RIBA’s motion comes on top of U.S. 
Secretary of State John Kerry’s recent statement 
(which he subsequently walked back) that 
Israel risks becoming an “apartheid state” if it 
fails to develop a two-state solution with the 
Palestinians. And the motion has provoked 
protests from Daniel Libeskind, AIA, Richard 
Meier, FAIA, and other notables in the U.S.

Far greater minds than mine have 
tried and failed to make sense of the Israeli–
Palestinian conflict. I’ll spare you my opinion 
on the matter. But I will offer a thought on the 
RIBA motion itself, drawn straight from the 
Golden Rule and the Sermon on the Mount: 

“Judge not, that ye be not judged.”
Regardless of one’s position on the 

occupied territories, it is plainly unfair to hold 
the entire architecture community in Israel 
accountable for the settlements, because not 
every architect in the country has been involved 
in their design and construction. Moreover, 
some must disagree with the underlying policy.

Did the IAUA move to suspend RIBA when 
Zaha Hadid, Hon. FAIA, agreed to design the 
Heydar Aliyev Center in Baku, Azerbaijan? After 
all, her client was Ilham Aliyev, who succeeded 
his father Heydar as president of the oil-rich 
country—a country that watchdog Amnesty 
International describes as “plagued by endemic 
corruption” and Washington Post editorial page 
calls “authoritarian.”

Individuals and groups of individuals 
make bad choices, but that’s no reason to 
condemn an entire community.



P R O J EC T: Sunset Elementary School

LOCATION: San Ysidro, California 

ARCHITECT: Coup Smith Diaz

G L A Z I E R: Plaza Glass Co.

PRODUCTS: SuperLite ll-XL 45 in 

HM Framing & SuperLite l in HM Door

www.safti.com | 888.653.3333

MADE IN THE USA

UL & WHI TESTED & LISTED WITH HOSE STREAM

 LARGEST CLEAR VIEW AREAS – 4,952 sq. in.

PROTECTION FROM RADIANT HEAT

TWO TEMPERED LITES MEETING CPSC CAT II SAFETY

HIGHEST STC – 40

 CLEAREST 

MOST AFFORDAbLE     

db

Visit www.safti.com/best45 to see how SuperLite II-XL 45 outperforms ceramics
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Amerlux is relaunching SmartSite™ LSN at LightFair 2014. The only fully integrated  

LED-based Light Sensory Network system, SmartSite LSN illuminates, communicates,  

and secures your exterior spaces in ways you never imagined.

Once you see the future, you’ll never look back.

Come visit us at LightFair 2014 Booth 5408,  

and discover what lighting innovation really means. 

www.amerlux.com/LightFair2014

  

The future of integrated lighting intelligence.  

SmartSite
™

 LSN



Passion. Power. Performance.
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usgbc.org/LEEDOn

Sustainability Team 
Wells Fargo

Financial leaders like Wells Fargo are using 
the LEED® green building program to meet 
their business goals. Better buildings, 
better business.

Pictured: LEED Platinum Duke Energy Center, Charlotte, NC (Photo Credit: Mitchell Kearney)
Circle no. 86 or http://architect.hotims.com



ALUCOBOND® is a registered trademark of 3A Composites USA, Inc. 

©2014 3A Composites USA. All Rights Reserved.

to watch the video visit:
www.alucobondusa.com/thenamesaysitall/beginning

IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS ALUCOBOND
®

...

“ F I N E  A R C H I T E C T U R A L  H A R D W A R E  F O R  Y O U R  F I N E  F U R N I T U R E ” ®

w w w . m o c k e t t . c o m  •  8 0 0 - 5 2 3 - 12 6 9

PCS36A continues to expand its offerings – with two USB-A  

connections and one 15A/125VAC outlet! So now you can have  

PCS36A three ways – with two electrical, one electrical and  

one data module or one dual USB-A and one electrical. 

Overall: 5 5/16" x 4 7/16"; Cutout: 5" x 4", comes with 6 ft. cord

Finishes: Matte Black or Satin Aluminum

USB plus Power!

DAYLIGHTING SYSTEM

lightlouver.com • 866.929.8991

Daylighting made easy!
SM

CODE/LEED COMPLIANT DAYLIGHTING • The LightLouver Daylighting 

System enables designers to create solutions that comply with stringent energy 

codes and achieve LEED Credits in both new and retrofit construction. 
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©Huber Engineered Woods LLC. ZIP System, the accompanying ZIP System logo and design and AdvanTech are trademarks of Huber 
Engineered Woods LLC. Huber is a registered trademark of J.M. Huber Corporation. Huber Engineered Woods products are covered by 
various patents. See zipsystem.com/patents for details. HUB 3142 03/14

SHEATHING & TAPE 

Protect your projects from the elements with ZIP System® sheathing & tape. Our all-in-one  

structural panels, with a built-in water resistive barrier, combine with our specially designed  

ZIP SystemTM tape to help guard your buildings from moisture damage during and after construction. 

This continuous moisture and air barrier also offers superior drainage and permeance to keep  

structures dry and improves energy effciency by signifcantly reducing air leakage. And panels 

go up faster and easier to form a stronger, drier seal –creating the ideal building envelope.

ZIP up your next project at ZIPsystem.com/architect13 or call 888.761.7142.

ZIP it tight.
™
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Lost in the woods
Lebbeus Woods was one of the most influential architects 
who never built. His renderings verge on science fiction, 
a strange vantage point from which he critiqued even 
stranger realities of war, environmental disaster, and 
political strife. “Lebbeus Woods, Architect” is on view at  
The Drawing Center in New York through June 15.
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For an architect who 
occupies a Z-dimension all her 
own, Zaha Hadid, Hon. FAIA, 
has seldom constructed high 
along that Z axis. She has built 
many multilevel and mid-rise 
institutional buildings, but 
very few towers. That is about 
to change.

This June, developers break 
ground on One Thousand 
Museum, a super-luxury 
condominium tower on 
Biscayne Boulevard in Miami, 
with views across Biscayne 
Bay to Miami Beach.

The project is no less 
Zaha at this unprecedented 
scale. A concrete exoskeleton 
structures the perimeter of 
the tower in a web of lines 
that integrates lateral bracing 
within the structural support.

With structure at the 
perimeter, the interior floor 
plates are almost column-free, 
allowing maximum variation 
in floor plans. The curving 
lines of the exoskeleton mean 
that each succeeding floor 

plan is slightly different from 
the last. On the lower floors, 
terraces occupy the corners; on 
the upper floors, the terraces 
are tucked in from the edges.

A duplex penthouse 
occupies the top two 
residential floors. The ultimate 
floor features an aquatic 
center, leisure area, and event 
space. There is commercial 
space at the base, along with 
several levels of parking. At 
grade, the tower is ringed by 
pools and gardens.

Zaha Hadid Architects 
project director Chris Lepine 
says that the structure—which 
appears as if it were eroded 
from a solid—reads from top 
to bottom as one continuous 
liquid frame. The tower 
represents a line of research 
in high-rise construction that 
explores a fluid architectural 
expression consistent with 
engineering for the entire 
height of the structure.

The dynamism of the 
structure is expressed in an 

integrated whole that avoids 
the frequent typology of a 
tower resting on a base. “We 
had this idea of a fluidity 
that is both structural and 
architectural,” Lepine says.

Instead of simply cladding 
a steel frame, the architects 
have designed expressive 
formwork, which can be 
reused as construction 
progresses up the tower.  
The concrete will be painted  
so that its finished surface is 
also the architectural finish.

“A lot of innovation 
comes in how we build the 
formwork,” Lepine says.

Hadid started One 
Thousand Museum after 
being commissioned to design 
Collins Park Garage, a parking 
garage and public plaza now 
also in working drawings.  
So, there will soon be two 
notable Hadid structures  
in Miami as Hadid finally 
breaks into large-scale 
construction in the United 
States. joseph giovannini

¡Bienvenido a MiaMi!
Zaha hadid’s first skyscraper in the u.s. is a 
breakthrough in high-end, high-rise design.

One Thousand Museum is a 
62-story, 83-unit tower and Hadid’s 
second major project in Miami.



Boral BricksBuild something great™

BrickS     Stone     trim     rooFinG 

1.800.5BORAL5    |    www.boralbricks.com

With Boral® you can design with brick like never before. Our new 
design tool allows you to create unique color palettes that match Boral Bricks 
selections to just about anything you envision, including Cultured Stone® by 
Boral®, paint and trim -- and you can do it all from your tablet. 

Available Spring 2014 for 
iPad and Android™ tablet devices
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  is on

the 
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The chairperson 
of The missing 32% 
projecT wanTs To 
know why women 
comprise half 
of The number 
of archiTecTure 
school graduaTes, 
buT noT half of The 
number of licensed 
archiTecTs.

architect on the challenges 
women face in the profession.

What are the survey’s goals?
The survey is trying to figure 
out where choke points occur 
in the progression of one’s 
career path as an architect—
mainly for women, but for 
men as well. One of them is 
licensure, which I think is kind 
of a non-factor … but when you 
couple that with the biological 
clock, and people begin having 
families, [it’s easy to get] 
distracted. Many firms require 
that you get licensed in order 
to advance, which makes 
sense for liability reasons.

What are other choke points?
Once you do get licensed, 
there’s a certain expectation 
[that you will steadily 
advance] to a titled position, 
such as a director, associate, 
or project manager. There’s 
potential for disenchantment 
if you see your male cohorts 
being supported and promoted 
more. Naturally, there are more 
men in the field, and men 
gravitate towards men as far 
as mentorship, [whereas] there 
are fewer women role models 
to begin with.

What other challenges do 
women in architecture face?
Women in architecture are 
expected to convey confidence 
and command respect, in an 
assertive way. However, if 
you’re perceived as too nice 
or eager to please everyone, 
you’re viewed as incompetent. 
But if you’re too aggressive in 
trying to get your point across, 
you’re seen as difficult to 
work with. Through the years, 

I’ve had to learn the political 
dance of knowing when and 
how to say the things that 
you want to get done. When 
you focus on the goals that 
support the common good, 
it’s easier to rally people than 
if you appear like you are 
speaking just for yourself.

Do your male peers put the 
same pressure on themselves?
It depends. Everybody that 
works at our firm works 
really hard, but when push 
comes to shove, it’s the whole 
primary caregiver question. 
It’s usually the mother [who 
has to leave to take care of the 
kids]. In architecture, there is 
a stereotype that you have to 
stay late and work really hard. 
We’re basically underselling 
ourselves when we’re giving 
our services away for free by 
working those late hours.

What is the gender pay gap in 
architecture?
We don’t know yet, but we will 
be investigating this during 
our survey analysis.

Should coworkers discuss 
their pay?
Equity in pay and the Paycheck 
Fairness Act is one way to go 
about equity in compensation. 
Firms can support pay equity 
by providing transparent 
criteria for determining raises 
and promotions. Women can 
acquire negotiation skills, be 
clear and assertive about their 
expectations for compensation, 
and complement it with 
research about a comparable 
salary for a person in the same 
position, performing similar 
tasks. wanda lau

It’s no secret that men 
outnumber women in the 
design profession, and even 
more so in senior leadership 
roles. But where did the women 
architecture students go? This 
winter, the Missing 32% Project, 
an organization with roots in 
AIA San Francisco, asked why 
architecture firms are largely 
headed by men and what 
firms can do to promote equity. 
Nearly 2,300 people—60 
percent women, 40 percent 
men—responded to the online 
survey. Results are due out this 
summer. Chairperson Rosa 
Sheng, AIA, a senior associate 
in Bohlin Cywinski Jackson’s 
San Francisco office, spoke with 

   for the full Q+a, visit 
architectmagazine.com

more symbolic Than sTaTisTically accuraTe, The 
difference in The percenTages of women archiTecTure 
sTudenTs and women who are licensed archiTecTs.
source: the missing 32% project

32%

Q+A:  
RosA sheng
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© 2014 Boral Stone Products LLC    Boral Cultured Stone® products are made in the United States of America
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Leading the way since 1962.
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manufactured stone veneer industry in sustainability, innovation, quality and standardization. 
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DETAIL: 
NEXUS WALLIN GP SUPERCLINIC 
BOLD, ORIGINAL, and non-institutional were the objectives behind the Billard 

Leece Partnership's design of the 17,200-square-foot Nexus Wallan GP SuperClinic 

in Australia's Wallan township. 

For the clinic's raked glue-laminated (glulam) timber fins and cladding, the 

Melbourne-based firm selected white cypress, a native species favored for its 

durability and natural resistance to pests. 

Australia's building codes mandate that So percent of a structure's north, south, 

and east fa�ades are shaded at the height of solar exposure. The fins' dimensions 

were tweaked to maximize shading and minimize heat-load. Final lengths range 

from 20 feet to 31 feet; depths vary between 11.8 inches and 23.6 inches. 

"At the end of the day," says project architect Daniel Rafter, "we were able to 

exceed the requirements by working with the achievable depths available in the 

glue-laminated products." LOGAN WARD 

Learn more about the Billard Leece Partnership's des1gn and spec1ficat1ons for the wood cladding and d1agonal fins at archttectmagaztne.com. 

The Detail senes of mnovat1ve matenal-assembly solut1ons IS proudly supported by reThink Wood. 

BATTERSEA STATION 
POWERS UP 

Utility plants around the world are 

an increasingly attractive target for 

developers: Not only are several of 

these buildings Art Deco landmarks, 

most of them occupy valuable urban 

waterfront property. The most visible 

of these adaptive-reuse projects is 

London's Battersea Power Station, 

a decommissioned coal-burning 

plant on the Thames. Gehry Partners 

and Foster+ Partners are teaming 

up to design residential and 

retail aspects of the project. Five 

mixed-use buildings (including one 

so-called Flower building) designed 

by Gehry Partners will frame one side 

of a new promenade, whereas 

Foster+ Partners will design a single 

building called The Skyline for the 

other side of the street. 

CONTINUING EDUCATION 

DON'T BE A HOARDER 

Not only does this Organized Living-sponsored 

course teach you how to build high-quality 

storage systems for clients, it also covers how 

Americans with Disabilities Act requirements 

and universal design concepts affect storage

system design. (1 AlA) 

WAREHOUSE STRONG, 
BALLROOM PRETTY 

The Elite Crete Systems course on resinous 

flooring systems has architects covered. (1 AlA) 

THE GREAT OFFICE AWAKENING 

This course by Waldmann Lighting explains how 

architects can use light and space to contribute 

to workers' well-being in the form of flexible 

workstation-centric lighting. (I AIA/HSW) 
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Multi-Story Wood Construction
A cost-effective and sustainable solution for today’s changing housing market

Stella
Marina del Rey, California
Architect: DesignARC
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Materials Matter

Sponsored by reThink Wood

Measuring the environmental footprint of wood, concrete  
and steel is a big factor in designing sustainable buildings. 
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In terms of green 
building materials, 

wood remains a 
top choice.

Vancouver 
Convention Centre, 

Media Centre for 
the Vancouver 2010 

Olympics, Vancouver, 
British Columbia

MATERIALS MATTER (3 part series)

Measuring the environmental footprint of wood, concrete and steel is a 

big factor in designing sustainable buildings.

MULTI-STORY WOOD CONSTRUCTION

Cost-effective, code-compliant and sustainable, mid-rise wood 

construction is gaining the attention of design professionals 

nationwide, who see it as a way to achieve higher density housing at 

lower cost—while reducing the carbon footprint of their projects.

WOOD SCORES A+ FOR SCHOOLS & STUDENT HOUSING

Many designers have turned to wood-frame construction 

because it typically costs less while meeting all code and safety 

requirements—and because it offers advantages such as speed of 

construction, design versatility, and a light carbon footprint.

Visit www.rethinkwood.com/education to 
view all CEUs.

FIRE PROTECTION IN WOOD BUILDINGS

Wood buildings can be designed to meet rigorous standards for 

performance, which is why the International Building Code (IBC) allows 

the use of wood in a wide range of building types—including structures 

that are taller and have more area than some designers realize.

CROSS LAMINATED TIMBER

Review the advantages of cross laminated timber over other building 

materials in terms of speed and efficiency of construction, design 

flexibility, environmental performance and other factors.

 

DESIGN IS IN THE DETAILS

This course outlines the informed design, specification, detailing, and 

quality control during construction, installation, and maintenance that 

are collectively key to achieving maximum durability in today’s wood 

construction.

Learn about the benefi ts of building with wood and earn Continuing Education Units 

including HSW/SC and GBCI CE hour(s) for LEED Credential Maintenance.
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Cross Laminated Timber
Taking wood buildings to the next level

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Forté
Melbourne, Australia
Architect: Lend Lease
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Yeah, 
You could 
handle it

Yeah, 
You could 
handle it

Yeah, 
You could 
handle it

UP and RUnning: 
should i start my own architecture Firm?
A career in architecture can have many trajectories, but one common arc is starting your own practice.  
As an aspiration, it seems reasonably straightforward. But realistically, there are many practical and ideological 
questions to ask before hanging out your shingle. Here’s a guide to making the big call. Nate Berg

is now the  
right time?

do You have the 
contacts and 

potential clients?

I’ve got a CEO’s grasp 
of marketing, sales, 

market strategy

Yes, my network is perfect for 
relationship marketing

I have a clear 
vision of how I 

want to practice

I’m still knee-deep 
in student loan debt

I’ll be competing against  dozens and 
dozens of more experienced firms

I have 6 to 8 months’ 
worth of business 
expenses saved up

And I intend to stay 
relatively debt-free to 
weather a downturnNot really, I’ve got a nifty 

website but no real leads

And I’m not much  
of a schmoozer

Or a social 
media guru

I’m a recent grad 
churning out 

stairwells on BIM

Yeah, 
You could 
handle it

nah, 
not Yetno!

are You experienced? 

do You have  
enough moneY?

do You have the 
right personalitY?

can You ask the 
right questions?

does the market need 
what You have to 

offer?

Humility isn’t 
my strong suit

I’m excited to hire a business 
coach and confer with mentors

   for more up and running, a new monthly series on starting your own firm, visit architectmagazine.com.

There’s no chance yet that I’ll 
get sucked into the partner 

track at my current firm

Market research 
confirms that my 

experimental atelier 
fills a viable niche

I have about a decade 
of experience

I’m risk-
adverse



Earn Bragging Rights  
Come September
Which architecture firms are outclassing their 
peers in quality of work? Are the biggest firms 
always the biggest achievers? Who’s really 
at the forefront of sustainable design? Our 
list will reveal all in the September issue of 
ARCHITECT magazine.

Enter now
Visit architect50.com to request an entry form. 
Surveys will be sent in early June.
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  Every month we dedicate this space to work that 
architects have uploaded to our online Project Gallery. 
Publish yourself at architectmagazine.com/projects.

Offices: Portland, Ore.
Principals: Alec Holser, AIA; Jim Kalvelage, 
AIA; James Meyer, AIA (partners)
No. of Employees: 35
Founded: 1999
Latest News: The Performing Arts Building 
for Reed College in Portland, Ore. (top left) 
won the “Beauty of Wood” 2014 National 
Wood Design Award.
Recent Work: Ford Alumni Center, Eugene, 
Ore. (top right); John J. Hemmingson 
University Center, Spokane, Wash. (right)

portfolio:  
opsis architecture

In the mId-1700s, British landowners started 
rebuilding the peasant villages on their estates to 
make them look less, well, peasant-y. Soon there 
were new developments outside London that strove 
for the ideal of nature in the city, rus in urbe. Thus 
was born the garden suburb, lavishly chronicled by  
David Fishman, Jacob Tilove, and Robert A.M. Stern,  
FAIA, in their doorstop of a book, Paradise Planned: 
The Garden Suburb and the Modern City (The 
Monacelli Press, December 2013). The curved, leafy 
streets and historicist house styles of the garden 
suburb appeared everywhere: posh enclaves like 
Shaker Heights, Ohio, and Beverly Hills, Calif., 
but also working-class Queens, N.Y. Stern & Co.’s 
contention, writ large over more than 1,000 pages: 
Between big-lot subdivisions and dense towers of 
condos, there’s an appealing third way, and it can 
be found in our past. AmAndA Kolson Hurley
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ActuAl sizE  
(12.3" × 10.5" × 2.9")
1,072 PAGEs
12.7 lbs.
$95 usD

NumbEr of 
ProjEcts 
mENtioNED iN 
chAPtEr 2 AloNE, 

“thE GArDEN 
suburb iN AmEricA 
1850–1940”
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I N S P I R AT I O N  •  P A S S I O N  •  I N NOVA T I O N  •  P E R F O R M A N C E  •  DE D I CAT ION

Bruns Architecture  •  FIELDSTONE HOUSE  •  Richfield, WI

Throughout our history, Loewen has delivered an unrivaled aesthetic 

that both complements and inspires changes in architectural trends. 

The timeless comfort that radiates from our Douglas Fir and Mahogany 

windows and doors provides the perfect contrast of warmth to 

contemporary design, while the ever-changing patinas of our copper 

and bronze clad products offer rich, deep textures that are both 

contemporary and future-facing in their own right. We craft our windows 

and doors with aesthetic value that endures — just like the long-lasting 

performance of all our products.

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN, TIMELESS COMFORT

We look forward to helping you realize your vision. Contact your 

Loewen Window Center or get inspired by visiting loewen.com

Circle no. 207 or http://architect.hotims.com
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Nice hand.
Deal yourself the right tools to get the job done, anywhere.

With the ARCAT app you can access the ARCAT libraries anywhere. 

Specs, BIM, CAD, Catalogs, Videos and more!

Now edit and share ARCAT CAD and BIM fi les with the AutoCAD 360 feature.

arcat.com facebook

Not while driving though, that’s not safe.

Circle no. 269 or http://architect.hotims.com



MATTERHORN
®

METAL ROOFING

Matterhorn™ Metal Roofng is available in Tile, Shake, Slate and Standing Seam. 

Each style features a G90 Steel Core, ENERGY STAR® rated  

Tri-Pigment Refective Technology™ coating to provide superior corrosion resistance.

matterhornmetalroofng.com

Michigan 

2712 Walkent Drive NW

Walker, MI 49544

Georgia 

1620 Dean Forest Road

Garden City, GA 31408

Texas 

634 107th Street

Arlington, TX 76011
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SKYLIGHTS & TRANSLUCENT WALL SYSTEMS

MAJORSKYLIGHTS.COM

888-759-2678

From custom and pre-engineered 

skylights to translucent wall systems 

and retrofit-ready translucent adapter 

panels that fit into existing curtainwall 

framing, Major has an energy-saving 

daylighting solution that fts both your 

needs and budget.

C R E AT I N G  E N V I R O N M E N T S  W H E R E  P E O P L E  C A N  S H I N E ™

ADD 
DAYLIGHT
& SUBTRACT 
ENERGY USE

Circle no. 190 or http://architect.hotims.com

The classic look of American-made 

lighting just got even better with 

TrueWhite LED technology. 

Enjoy the best of both worlds 

with vintage styling and energy 

effi cient, environmentally friendly 

LED lights.

Easy on the eyes...
and the Environment.

where vintage and modern collide®

barnlightelectric.com 800-407-8784

Circle no. 71 or http://architect.hotims.com



The World’s Finest Water Features

Custom Designed  •  Precision Crafted in the USA  •  Available Worldwide

Exclusively from Harmonic Environments® 

The Harmonic Cascade
®

 Waterfall
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energy’s first deanthinking systemically   |

AIAvoices
Harrison Fraker, Assoc. AIA, is the 2014 Topaz Medallion recipient, 
an award administered jointly by the AIA and the ACSA for excellence 
in architectural education. Fraker, who co-founded the Center for 
Environmental Study at Princeton University in 1972 (now part of the 
Princeton Environmental Institute), has spent the last 40 years pushing 
architects and students to focus on ecology, energy, and environmental 
stewardship—first at Princeton Energy Group and Harrison Fraker 
Architects, and then as dean at the University of Minnesota School of 
Architecture and the UC Berkeley College of Environmental Design. 
“Architecture, as urbanism, is a systems challenge,” Fraker says. “It’s 
about design, but just as much about design that integrates research.”

ArchitecturAl educAtion hAs the privilege of communicAting 
the core body of knowledge that informs making good buildings. 
Schools of architecture have an essential teaching responsibility. 
There are many ways to do that, and there is a constantly evolving set 
of questions of what pedagogy should include. At the same time, the 
universities—in which these schools of architecture sit—should be 
generating new knowledge, questioning assumptions, and acting as 
incubators for innovation. That is the task of the university. When we 
do both of those things well, education fulfills its mission for society.

After Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring [1962], the first Earth Day in 
1970, and Barry Commoner’s The Closing Circle [1971], architecture’s 
environmental impact was still uncertain. Neither architects nor 
engineers really knew how buildings used energy. Tracking energy 

flows became a huge need. Our first Center for Environmental Study 
project was to put 100 sensors in three houses in Twin Rivers, N.J.; 
to plot how much energy was used in the refrigerator, by lights, 
for heating, and for cooling; and to judge performance. The key 
finding? Air filtration is critical to energy performance, which we 
discovered by finding all of these thermal bypasses from basement 
to attic. Knowing this, we instrumented 10 more houses. Three 
underperformed, not because of air filtration but because their 
windward location on the site increased their air infiltration losses.

Later, in my deanships, partly by luck and partly by instinct, I 
was able to incorporate my interest in systems, energy, and design 
into my new responsibilities—everything from the art of fundraising 
to recruiting and retaining faculty who could both teach core design 
concepts and effectively engage the city.

Finding a group of like-minded people in the early 1970s was a 
bit of a challenge, but an alternate club existed—one that focused 
on the environment. At the very beginning of my career, I taught an 
introductory course on design process at Princeton that included 
a two-week module on “the environmental imperative,” which 
centered on the then-old but newly discovered idea that buildings 
act as environmental filters. The students got it immediately—and 
understood that the envelope wasn’t just a formal thing. It is so 
gratifying to see now, 40 years later and after so much work by my 
colleagues and me, that that idea is fundamental to architectural 
education. —As told to William Richards aia
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IT’S  
ALMOST 
TIME  
TO GO!

AIA Convention 2014: June 26-28, Chicago
To register online visit aia.org/convention
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2   Big Cities, Big Ideas. Look, if you’re 
going to call your conference “Big Cities, 
Big Ideas,” you should probably hold it in 
New York, the biggest U.S. city. Join the 
AIA Committee on Design, May 15–18, for 
its annual conference, which will cover 
the Big Apple’s economic and architectural 
transformation over the last decade. 
Special attention will be paid to resilience 
in proposed waterfront development plans 
and the city’s long-term strategies for 
rising water levels. While you’re there, 
look into the AIA Retail and Entertainment 
Knowledge Community’s special event  
on May 15 (see below).

 n Learn more at aia.org/cod.

4   Next Chapters. One of the Bloomberg-
era success stories in New York City is 
the 42nd Street Theater District corridor, 
which, in a decade’s time, architects have 
transformed from a derelict and depressed 
economic zone into a vital and vibrant 
entertainment district and international 
tourism draw. Join the AIA Retail and 
Entertainment Knowledge Community for 
a full report on May 15 at the historic New 
Amsterdam Theatre, completed in 1903 
by Herts & Tallant and restored in 1997 by 
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer.

 n Learn more at aia.org/rekc.

1. In A Fog. Philip Johnson completed his  
near-lifelong residence, the Glass House in  
New Canaan, Conn., 65 years ago. But it was 
never just about one iconic home. His 49-acre  
property evolved to include more than a dozen 
other structures that he designed over half a 
century as well as three existing vernacular 
buildings that Johnson and his partner, David 
Whitney, adapted. To visit, then, is to enter  
a singular work of landscape urbanism that, 
like any good “city,” thrives on the friction  
between old and new. From May 1 to Nov. 30, 
the artist Fujiko Nakaya will present “Veil,”  
an engulfing fog that morphs according to  
the micro climate. It’s Nakaya’s take on  
transparency and opacity, sure, but it’s also  
a way to explore environmental causality.

 n Learn more at theglasshouse.org.

3

1

5

3   In With the Finns. Finnish immigration 
to the United States historically centered 
on a few cities, none more intensely than 
Minneapolis. It’s fitting, then, that from 
May 10 through Aug. 17 the Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts hosts “Finland: Designed 
Environments,” which correlates 
commercial activities and social rituals 
with specific design strategies and forms 
in architecture and planning. In addition 
to that legacy, the exhibition will focus 
on objects and projects completed over 
the last 15 years and highlight Finland’s 
emerging firms, including K2S Architects, 
Hollmén Reuter Sandman, and Verstas.

 n Learn more at artsmia.org.

5   Knowing No Bounds. American 
architects are perceived in the global 
marketplace as capable of adding value 
to projects. And international projects are 
often ideal vehicles for American architects 
to drive positive change in developing 
economies. One of several pre-convention 
workshops at the 2014 AIA National 
Convention, “When Change Means Going 
International,” will highlight the cultural 
and practical transactions that happen all 
the time across (and beyond) U.S. borders 
through policy and practice as well as in 
eight specific international markets.

 n Join the AIA International Committee  
on June 25 by registering at  
convention.aia.org.

4

Edited by William Richards
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NOTICE
of AIA Candidates & Convention Business Items

CANDIDATES FOR INSTITUTE OFFICERS
Elections for the Institute’s 2015 First Vice President/2016 President-elect, two 2015-2016 Vice Presidents, 
and 2015-2016 Secretary will be held at the 2014 AIA National Convention and Design Exposition, which 
will take place June 26-28, 2014, in Chicago. If no candidate for First Vice President or Secretary obtains 
a majority of the votes cast during the initial round of voting on June 26-27, a run-off election will take 
place on June 28, 2014. The following members have declared themselves candidates for national office.

2015 First Vice President/2016 President-elect

Don Brown, FAIA Russell Davidson, FAIA Gabriel Durand-Hollis, FAIA 
AIA Birmingham AIA Westchester+Hudson AIA San Antonio 

 
2015-2016 Vice Presidents (two will be elected)

William Bates, AIA Francis M. Pitts, FAIA Edward Vance, FAIA
AIA Pittsburgh AIA Eastern New York AIA Las Vegas

 
2015-2016 Secretary

Jerome L. Eben, FAIA John A. Padilla, AIA  
AIA New Jersey AIA Santa Fe

THE INSTITUTE’S ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING 
WILL BEGIN PROMPTLY ON SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 
AT 8:15 A.M. DELEGATES WHO FAIL TO CLAIM 
THEIR VOTING KEYPADS AND TO USE THEM TO 
REGISTER THEIR PRESENCE AT THE START OF 
THE MEETING WILL NOT BE ABLE TO VOTE AT 
THE MEETING.

PROPOSED BYLAWS AMENDMENTS
The AIA Board of Directors is sponsoring amendments 
to the Institute’s Bylaws, scheduled for consideration 
by the delegates at the annual business meeting in 
Chicago, on June 28, 2014. Bylaws amendments require 
approval by an affirmative two-thirds majority of the 
votes cast (or accredited to be cast) by delegates at the 
meeting, determined in the manner prescribed in Section 
9.011 of the Bylaws.

Bylaws Amendment 14-A – Institute Governance 
If approved, the amendments would restructure and 
reduce the size of the Board of Directors and create a 
Strategic Council.  

The Board would remain responsible for the general 
management of the Institute’s affairs. The Strategic 
Council would advance the profession of architecture 
by informing the Board and other Institute bodies of 
important professional issues and opportunities. 

RESOLUTIONS
The delegates at the 2014 AIA National Convention 
and Design Exposition will also be asked to consider 
resolutions, which require approval by a majority vote of 
the delegates present and voting. To view the candidate 
speeches, visit www.aia.org/speeches. For candidates’ 
statements, and the full text of the proposed Bylaws 
amendments and resolutions, visit the AIA Convention 
Web site, www.aia.org/business.



ImagIne two 
architects talking 
about the amount of 
natural light needed 
in an Alzheimer’s 
clinic and the need 
for reliable research. 
How do they know 
if they can trust the 
array of data sets and 
reports in front of 
them? How can they 
assess the potential 
impact of natural light 
on patients, the kinds 
of glazing that are 
available, the thermal 
effects of that glazing, 
or any number of 
other cascading 
questions?

Not easily, it 
turns out. Research 
comes in different 
forms—and some of 
it might not even 
qualify as research 
at all. The process of 
verifying research 
represents one of 
the most prominent 
gaps between the practice of architecture and the architectural 
academy. The two different systems proffer two different ways of 
confirming what’s reliable and what’s not.

In the academy, shared knowledge driven by peer review 
supports a research agenda that an architect or instructor may 
use to qualify for tenure, create multi-semester studio projects, 
or simply illustrate a point about weight loads, for instance. 
In architectural practice, on the other hand, knowledge is a 
commodity and a utility that drives the enterprise of design and 
project delivery.

Knowledge—defined here as information that enriches and 
advances architecture—can and should be produced by different 
means. But is there a way to standardize the process by which that 
knowledge is deemed trustworthy, accurate, and therefore useful 
to academicians and their students as well as to practitioners?

In 2012 and 2013, the AIA held two research summits at which 
attendees addressed the knowledge gap between the academy and 
practice. Recognizing that there must be two ways of verifying 
research and knowledge—because architecture’s academy and its 
practice are necessarily two different worlds—there must also be 
two hierarchical, multistep processes rendered as two different 
worlds (and, for the purposes of illustration, as triangles). Both 
show the steps that must be taken to verify research.

So what’s the big problem? Why does practice-based research 
differ so wildly from academy-based research? It’s the added step 
of “industry review” on the practice side. And industry review is a 

product of architects 
publicly sharing their 
knowledge within 
the architecture, 
engineering, and 
construction (AEC) 
industry for comment. 
Research based on 
this type of peer 
review is reliable, 
but practitioners may 
choose to proceed on 
the basis of relatively 
speculative findings. 
While the findings 
are applicable, 
they may not be 
established within a 
strict application of 
scientific method.

All is not lost, 
though. There’s a 
third triangle that 
accounts for the one 
thing both practice-
based and academy-
based research crave—
trustworthiness—and 
voilà, you have an 
integrated research 
pyramid. So how do 

you evaluate trustworthiness? The CARS methodology (credibility, 
accuracy, reasonableness, support) comes in handy here:

The research conducted in both practice and academic settings 
depends on different educational contexts as well as professional 
experiences. But devotion on the parts of the practicing architect 
and the academician to determine trustworthiness can maintain the 
richness that each research environment offers. It can also establish 
the integrity of knowledge-based research so that architects may pass 
through the different stages of their careers with a set of universal 
skills. —Richard L. Hayes, Ph.D., AIA  aia

AIAKnowledge

illustration: m
ichael lirkham

Reliable ReseaRch is a boon foR allbRain TRusT   |

Credibility
• Author and credentials listed 
•  Well-edited in terms of 

grammar and spelling
• Positive well-balanced tone
• Relevance 

Accuracy
• Date
•  Recently published or 

considered seminal 
• Succinct 
• Original

Reasonableness
•  Tone or language that implies 

unbiased attitude
• No conflict of interest
• Specific points of fact
• Reliable

Support
•  Source for data or statistics 

provided or referenced
•  Documentation provided or 

referenced
• Corroborating sources listed
• Well-balanced point of view
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ArchitecturAl interns todAy Are A mobile, tech-sAvvy, And 
professionally driven group. They are also confronted with a clunky, 
obtuse, and often lonely process to become registered architects. Even 
the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB), 
which oversees the Intern Development Program (IDP), notes on its 
website that the path to licensure can be “tricky.”

Cultural Shift
Interns use terms like “opaque,” “confusing,” “time-consuming,” 

and “expensive” when referring to the licensure process. Individual 
experiences range from situations where interns are matched in 
study groups (with firm-provided dinners for lengthy evening study 
sessions) to the polar opposite, in which interns slog through alone 
with no support, incentive, or encouragement from their employers. 

Getting licensed may get easier.
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When asked what would be an ideal situation, many emerging 
professionals point to having both the guidance needed to complete 
all 5,600 IDP hours and the financial support to help get through the 
exams. Incentives such as raises and promotions once the exams are 
passed don’t hurt either.

Large- and medium-size firms with a culture of licensure 
support have developed internal structures and programs to meet 
their unlicensed workers halfway. They pay for exams, provide study 
materials, approve tuition reimbursements to pay for additional study 
aids, and allow time off to prepare for the exams.

Joel Brygger, AIA, who started as an intern at Minneapolis-based 
Cuningham Group Architecture, credits a proactive attitude on the part 
of management and his own personal initiative as the key components 
of his positive experience.

“Exposure to different project types, to various phases of design, and 
even to conversations that are beyond the interns’ pay grade raise the 
competence level of the entire firm, pushing younger designers more 
quickly toward a professional mindset,” Brygger says.

Similarly, Austin, Texas–based McKinney York Architects values 
licensure and is dedicated to creating a healthy culture based on 
professional development. Recognized with an IDP Firm Award in 
2012, seven of the 12 team members at McKinney York are licensed 
architects—and the others are all in the process of becoming licensed.

McKinney York partner Michelle Rossomando, AIA, who is charged 
with integrating the licensure process into the daily workings of the 
firm, says that the small things add up: submitting IDP hours quarterly, 
requiring firm-wide construction-site visits, and establishing rotating 
responsibility for 15-minute presentations during weekly staff meetings 
over lunch. “The interns get leadership experience this way and learn 
from everyone in our studio,” Rossomando says.

Nonetheless, many interns are left to their own devices when 
it comes to logging hours and preparing for exams. Jack Murphy, 
Assoc. AIA, argues that younger architects are primarily driven by 
design. “Young people will trade stability for more muscular design 
opportunities, meaning they’re likely in offices with more speculative 
work or a less established internal structure,” Murphy says. “This 
favoring of design opportunity over ‘professional advancement’—for 
lack of a better term—then slows the use of the internship program and 
the need to be licensed.”

Murphy also thinks that proposed changes to make the process 
more transparent and streamlined are good in principle, but he defends 
rigor as a necessary part of the plan. “It should be difficult to become 
a licensed architect,” he says, “but the last thing I need in my life is 
another app to help me through this.”

Mary Stuckert, who wrapped up her studies at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Design in January and has completed two-thirds of 
the required IDP hours, notes that she had to figure out the process for 
herself. “I want to start my own firm eventually, so it is essential that 
I get this done,” says Stuckert, who interned at numerous firms, only 
some of which signed off on her hours. Echoing Murphy’s comments, 
Stuckert noted, “I found that in the boutique design firms the principals 
are less focused on cultivating the professional development of interns.” 

Matthew Tierney, a graduate student in the University of Minnesota 
School of Architecture’s progressive Master of Science in Architecture 
and Research Practices concentration (MS-RP), is on a different path 
than many of his peers—one that integrates education, firm experience, 
and licensure. In the fall of 2013, while a full-time student in the MS-RP 
program, Tierney worked at Perkins+Will, one of the school’s research 

practice partners, as part of the firm’s Social Responsibility Initiative on 
a healthcare project in western Kenya.

“The support from the university and the firms is essential for me 
as I move through the internship and licensure process in a collapsed 
amount of time,” Tierney says.

The MS-RP concentration benefits Perkins+Will and the university’s 
other research practice partners, too. “One firm principal called me to 
say how surprising it was to see an intern calling meetings, talking to 
their consultants, and running tutorials,” says Renée Cheng, AIA, head 
of the School of Architecture at Minnesota, speaking about Tierney’s 
experience. “Matt led many meetings to discuss how he was thinking 
about the software he developed—going way beyond the project.”

Other Minnesota students benefit from this reciprocal relationship 
by sitting at the table with firm leaders and being asked to think about, 
and respond to, issues typically reserved for architects later in their 
careers. Early awareness of advanced issues, the thinking goes, means 
earlier development—as well as architects who can hit the ground 
running much sooner than their peers.

“[Our] program is pushing for a cultural shift,” says Cheng. Ideally, 
she says, students will graduate having completed all of their exams 
and with 2,200 hours logged in their IDP registers. And thus far, the 
students in the program have responded positively. And while Cheng 
emphasizes that the experiment with an expedited path to licensure is 
great, she insists that the leadership skills that the students receive in 
the process are invaluable.

In January 2012, NCARB announced a three-phase rollout plan for 
IDP 2.0, addressing its critical part in the young architect’s life. This new 
plan re-categorized the eight sanctioned “work experience settings” 
needed to get the required 5,600 hours into three groups: practice of 
architecture, supplemental experience, and other work settings.

Then, in October 2013, NCARB announced that it would streamline 
the IDP process to ensure that the time needed to complete it continues 
to drop, as it has since 2010, after slowly trending upward for the last 
25 years. NCARB also began analyzing the feasibility of a licensure-at-
graduation model—an action item at the 2014 Emerging Professionals 
Summit in January attended by AIA, NCARB, AIAS, ACSA, and NAAB 
leadership, as well as emerging professionals from around the country.

In December 2013, NCARB announced the “New Era for the ARE” 
initiative, set to launch in fall 2016, in which six practice-based exams 
(rather than the current “content-based” seven) will focus solely on 
practice management, project management, and project design. “We 
are hoping that by the time ARE 5.0 launches, new IDP categories will 
be similarly grouped to support and supplement the exam sections,” 
says NCARB CEO Michael Armstrong.

Effective Jan. 1 of this year, interns may now log IDP hours straight 
out of high school for valid work regardless of the time spent on a 
project, and receive credit for valid experience acquired over winter and 
spring breaks while in accredited university programs. And in March, 
NCARB proposed a modification to its IDP six-month reporting rule that 
would for the first time allow credit for older unreported experience for 
a longer time period at 50 percent value. These changes respond to the 
realities of the marketplace and the variety of opportunities for interns 
to gain valid work experience while meeting requirements for licensure 
in the majority of U.S. jurisdictions. As part of the larger picture, NCARB 
is also funding communications efforts to encourage public debate. 
Ultimately, engaging interns and supporting them with tools to become 
leaders will—as Joel Brygger, Renée Cheng, and others argue—raise the 
competency level of the entire profession.-Catherine Gavin aia
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Design Thinking

AIAperspective

What do parking lots, a library, and a Mississippi federal 
judge have in common? Design thinking, in three parts:

Reimagine. Consider the unloved surface parking lot. Could this 
blight on the landscape be reimagined in a way that meets the need 
for parking, yet at the same time be tamed as a catalyst for transit-
oriented development? The Rauch Foundation, a nonprofit based in 
Garden City, N.Y., thinks so. Rauch launched a design competition 
last year that focused on structured parking at four Long Island Rail 
Road suburban train stations.

Recognizing that the automobile is destined to be a fixture of 
suburban commuting for some time to come, Rauch asked several 
architectural firms to apply design thinking to come up with parking 
structures that would not only accommodate cars but could also—
improbably enough—be places for people. Parking garages as an 
engine for reimagining what suburbia might be in the 21st century? 
Ideas blossomed! That’s design thinking, opening windows to 
previously unimagined possibilities.

Renew. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s Martin Luther King Jr. 
Memorial Library in Washington, D.C., holds pride of place near the 
National Portrait Gallery. More admired than loved, the building 
has in recent years been the subject of a fierce debate between 
preservationists and library patrons who advocated its demolition, 
arguing that it is outdated and inflexible, with a steel, brick, and 
glass envelope that is architecturally undistinguished.

How do we square this circle in a way that would please 
preservationists and patrons alike? Design thinking.

As part of Washington’s ongoing investment in upgrading its 
library system, which has to date produced stunning results, the 
city shortlisted 10 architecture firms to bring new life to its main 
library—and to respond to the latest ideas about how libraries 
function as knowledge and community centers while respecting  

(if not enhancing) Mies’s love of light and spaciousness.
Chosen from among the 10 proposals, the Dutch firm Mecanoo 

will partner with Washington’s Martinez + Johnson Architecture to 
design what Mecanoo principal Francine Houben promises will be 
a place that people will love so much they “even bring their books 
from home to read in the library.” That’s also design thinking—to 
redefine a library to be a communal crossroads as well as a book 
repository.

Remarkable. In January, the Honorable Debra M. Brown became 
the first African-American female U.S. District Judge in Mississippi, 
garnering a 90–0 vote in her Senate confirmation. Brown received 
her bachelor’s degree in architecture from Mississippi State 
University, and her judgeship positions her to affect lives in a very 
special way.

“The pedagogy of architectural design education emphasizes and 
teaches organizational principles and hierarchical skills, enabling 
a student to rationally and logically analyze and solve complex 
problems … both socially and technically,” said Michael Berk, AIA, 
director of the College of Architecture + Design at Mississippi State, 
as quoted in the school’s student paper The Reflector. For Berk—and 
certainly for me—design education “also balances this rationalism 
with intuition and compassion.” 

And if that’s not the true mandate for a judge interpreting the 
law—to balance rational thought with intuition and compassion—
then I’m not sure I know what their charge should be.

Design thinking is a powerful tool that only a handful of people 
are fortunate enough to wield. Inside or outside of the profession, 
those people change lives for the better. aia

Helene Combs Dreiling, FAIA 
2014 President
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INNOVATIONS IN HVAC DESIGN 

Increasing energy costs, pressure on energy 
resources, tightening energy efficiency regulations, 
and demand for high-performance buildings are 
driving the market for higher efficiency heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for 
commercial buildings. 

INTRODUCTION

HVAC refers to the equipment, distribution 
system, and controls that provide heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning for buildings. 
HVAC systems are the main energy consumers 
in commercial buildings, accounting for approx-
imately 44% of all commercial buildings’ energy 
consumption. Last year, commercial and industrial 
buildings used approximately 50% of the energy 
in the U.S. economy at a cost of over $400 billion. 

Additionally, HVAC systems impact building 
occupants´ health, comfort, and productivity. 
Improving HVAC performance not only 
saves energy, but promotes a healthier, more 
comfortable workplace.

By 2035, 75% of U.S. buildings will be new or 
renovated, according to the U.S. Department 
of Energy, offering ample opportunities to 
incorporate high-efficiency HVAC systems. 
Some of the most energy-efficient buildings are 
not necessarily new, but have demonstrated 
a return on investment in smart technologies, 
such as the Empire State Building after an 
extensive retrofit begun in 2009. 

Improved component technologies, advanced 
control methods, and networked-based tools 
are leading to a paradigm shift in the way 

commercial HVAC systems are designed, 
operated, and managed.

Trends and incentives propelling this shift include: 

• Greater transparency in the responsible use 
of building resources by businesses 

• Zero Net Energy designs as a means of 
competitive advantage 

• Alternative energy sources such as solar 
power and daylighting

• LEEDv4 standards, which address 21 
different market sector adaptations

• Federal tax incentives to the tune of $1.80 
per square foot for buildings whose energy 
performance reaches or exceeds 50% less 
than ASHRAE 90.1-2001 standards

By Kristina Kessler

Sponsored by:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this article you will be able to:

1. Discuss the latest innovations in energy-efficient 
commercial HVAC components and systems.

2. Explain the codes, standards, and guidelines that 
govern HVAC design, installation, and maintenance.

3. Describe how smart building strategies and 
automation systems can reduce energy costs, 
improve building operations, and support 
sustainability efforts through seamless integration.

4. Refer to case studies showcasing innovative  
HVAC solutions.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
CREDIT: 1 LU

COURSE NUMBER: ARmay2014

Use the learning objectives above to focus 
your study as you read this article.

Visit http://go.hw.net/AR514Course1 to read more  
and complete the quiz for credit.A combined heat and power plant: the gas engine drives a generator to produce electricity while the waste heat is used to warm and cool the 

building. Photo credit: Bilfinger
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HOW IT WORKS

An HVAC system is a group of components 
with heating and cooling combined in the same 
system because they share the same ductwork 
for distributing conditioned air. 

The AC part of a HVAC 
system uses refrigerant 
evaporation to produce 
cool air and move 
it in two directions: 
indoors and outside. 
Air conditioners 
force refrigerants to 
continuously evaporate 
and condense in a 
closed system of coils. 
The refrigerant chills 
the indoor air, and 
the resulting gas is 

continually compressed 
and cooled for conver-

sion back to a liquid. Unwanted heat created by 
compressing the gas is evacuated to the outdoors 
by condenser coils and a fan. Components include 
an evaporator that receives the liquid refrigerant,  
a condenser that facilitates heat transfer, an  
expansion valve that regulates refrigerant flow 
into the evaporator, and a compressor pump 
that pumps refrigerant through the system. Air 
conditioners regulate air temperature with a 
thermostat, reduce the level of humidity in the air, 
and filter airborne particulates. 

The most common central cooling system is a 
split system, which includes an outdoor cabinet 
containing a condenser coil and compressor, 
and an indoor evaporator coil, usually installed 
in conjunction with a furnace or air handler. 
The air handler provides forced ventilation used 
to control indoor air quality. Natural ventilation 
is either wind driven or buoyancy driven due to 
density differences of interior and exterior air.

The heating part of a HVAC system uses a 
furnace or heat pump to produce heat. All 
furnaces consist of burners that deliver and 
burn fuel, heat exchangers, a blower, and a flue 
that acts as an exhaust for gaseous by-products. 
A heat pump is an air conditioner with a valve 
that allows the refrigerant flow to be reversed 
so that the condenser becomes the evaporator 
and vice a versa. Powered by electricity, this cycle 
refrigeration system can be reversed to either heat 
or cool a specific space. It use a compressor to 
circulate refrigerant that absorbs and releases heat 
as it travels between an indoor air handler and an 
outdoor unit called a heat pump. 

HVAC systems provide buildings with clean and 
odor-free conditioned air where air tempera-
ture, humidity, and movement are within 
certain comfort ranges. Standards outlining air 
quality are established by the American Society 
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers (ASHRAE).

The volume of air 
required to heat, cool 
and provide good 
indoor air quality is 
calculated based on 
heating, cooling, and 
ventilation loads. Load 
calculations are made 
based on a number of 
factors: square footage 
of the structure, 
building design and 
orientation to the 
sun, construction materials and insulation, 
uses, number of employees, etc. The output 
capacity of heating and cooling systems is 
measured in thousands of British thermal units 
(Btus). Typically, a ton of cooling is needed for a 
1,000-square-foot space.

To ensure ideal and energy-efficient heating 
and cooling, it is important to calculate a proper 

HVAC unit size. If the unit is sized too small, 
it may run constantly without providing the 
desired temperature; if sized too large, it will 
short-cycle and use excessive energy. 

A key to energy efficiency is how efficient the 
equipment is over a wide range of operating 
conditions. Climate, landscape, uses, and 
internal operating environments (i.e., number 
of employees and type of work done) need to 
be considered in equipment selection. Of equal 
importance is how adaptive, proactive, and 
communicative the equipment is. 

Improved building modeling software, reduced 
cost of computing power, availability of low-cost 
and durable sensors, and advances in the field of 
material science have enabled a wide variety of 
commercial HVAC installations on the market. 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Novel technologies and strategies are 
providing heating and cooling more efficiently 
by optimizing the performance of critical 
components to offset the energy consumption 
of HVAC systems.

Smart Refrigerant Distributors sense and direct 
proper amounts of refrigerant to each evapo-
rator circuit, ensuring against maldistribution in 
evaporators, which lowers capacity and efficiency.

Thermoelectrically Enhanced Subcooling. 
Thermoelectric (TE) devices convert electricity 
to a thermal gradient for efficient cooling for 
small temperature lifts or cooling loads. A 
subcooler incorporating TE devices lowers the 
temperature of condensed refrigerant and can 
raise overall system capacity by 20%.

Ground Source (Geothermal) Heat Pumps 
use a ground-coupling system to transform a 
conventional water-source heat pump to tap 
the thermodynamic properties of earth and 
groundwater to heat and cool buildings. The 
groundwater serves as a heat source during winter 
and as a heat sink for cooling during summer. 

With the exception of direct-expansion-type 
ground-source heat pump systems, the technol-
ogy requires less refrigerant than conventional 
air-source heat pumps or air-conditioning 
systems and can reduce cooling energy by 30 to 
50% and heating energy by 20 to 40%. 

Integrated Heat Pumps (IHP) can be ground or 
air sourced and provide space heating, cooling, 
water heating, and sometimes exhaust air heat 
recovery. When integrated into a single piece 
of equipment, these technologies can provide 

Air conditioners force refrigerants to continuously evaporate and 
condense in a closed system of coils.

A heat pump can be reversed to either heat or cool a space.

Forced ventilation is used to 
control indoor air quality.

To ensure ideal energy-efficient 
cooling, the AC unit needs to be 
correctly sized.
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evaporation and condensation. Chillers cool the 
air by blowing it over water-saturated material, 
and solar energy powers the fan and motor. 

Solar Ventilation Preheating systems use 
transpired collection panels to absorb solar 
radiation and transfer heat to ventilation air. This 
process offsets the use of natural gas or electricity 
to raise the ventilation air temperature to suitable 
building conditions when heat is needed.

Sound Wave Cooling. A relatively new concept, 
cooling with sound waves could lead to a new 
generation of energy-efficient cooling systems. 
Thermoacoustic compressors compress or 
expand gases with high-intensity sound waves: 
compressing gases generates heat, while letting 
the gases expand, cools. The effects can be 
harnessed to produce powerful and efficient heat 
engines, including heat pumping systems such as 
air-conditioners, refrigerators, and heating systems. 

Thermoacoustic engines typically have no moving 
parts, making them simple, reliable, and less costly 
to operate. They can be powered by low voltage 
from solar cells, batteries, or operated on standard 
line voltage. They can convert almost any heat 
source, such as the waste heat from an internal 
combustion engine, directly into sound waves that 
can be used to pump heat. Acoustic waves can 
also oscillate an armature within a magnetic field 
to produce electricity. 

Chilled Beam systems cool a room by 
circulating interior and/or outdoor air through 
ceiling-mounted chilled water coils and 
redistributing the air back into the room. There 
are three types of chilled beam systems: passive, 
active, and multi-purpose, which can incor-
porate IT systems, electrical wiring, lighting, 
motion-detection sensors, and sprinklers.

High-Efficiency HVAC Units are rooftop units 
(RTU) that can reduce building energy needs 
by half without reducing HVAC effectiveness. 

Desiccant Enhanced Evaporative Air 
Conditioning (DEVap), an ultra-efficient air 
conditioning system, is a desiccant enhanced 
evaporative air conditioner that combines the 
benefits of liquid desiccant and evaporative 
cooling technologies into an innovative “cooling 
core.” DEVap uses a saline solution that is safer 
for the environment than traditional coolants.

DEVap decouples cooling and dehumidification 
performance, resulting in independent 
temperature and humidity control. The energy 
input is largely switched away from electricity to 
low-grade thermal energy that can be sourced 
from fuels such as natural gas, waste heat, solar, 
or biofuels. Yearly combined source energy for 
the thermal and electrical energy required to 
operate DEVap is expected to be 30 to 90% less 
(depending if the climate is humid or dry) than 
state-of-the-art direct expansion cooling. 

Solar Air Conditioning uses solar radiation to 
heat water to drive thermally activated cooling 
systems such as absorption or liquid-desiccant 
systems. Solar air conditioning units offer 
environmental benefits such as lower grid 
demand and load shifting during peak usage, 
reduced electricity costs compared to conven-
tional vapor-compression systems, fewer power 
outages, off-the-grid capabilities, and reduced 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Solar units come in hybrids and chillers. Hybrid 
systems combine photovoltaic technology (PV) 
with direct current (DC), automatically switching 
between solar and battery power as needed. In 
hybrid mode, the systems charge their batteries 
when the sun is shining; when it isn’t, they run on 
a backup battery while charging their batteries via 
alternating current (AC) power.

Solar-powered absorption chillers, also known as 
evaporative coolers, heat and cool water through 

50% or greater annual energy savings for space 
conditioning, dehumidification, and water heating.

Heat Exchangers enable buildings and 
equipment to transfer heat from one space to 
another. Optimized heat exchanger designs 
are being integrated into new products and 
space conditioning systems. HVAC optimized 
heat exchangers can result in performance 
improvement for heat exchanger capacity of 
5% or a 2% reduction in energy consumption. 

HVAC radial air-bearing heat exchangers 
are drop-in replacements for air-cooled heat 
exchangers in an existing HVAC or refrigeration 
application. They are ten times smaller than 
current state-of-the-art CPU coolers, quiet 
in operation, immune to dust fouling, and 
cost competitive. The potential impact of this 
technology is an estimated 30% reduction in 
electricity consumption.

Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) systems 
use refrigerant as their cooling and heating 
medium. A compressor unit, typically located on 
a roof, is connected through refrigerant lines to 
multiple indoor fan coil units, each individually 
controllable by its user. By operating at varying 
speeds, the units work only at the needed 
rate. They are a good option for buildings with 
varying loads and different zones.

The system is capable of simultaneously 
cooling one area while heating another, and 
can transfer heat from spaces being cooled to 
spaces being heated and vice versa. Required 
outside air is usually delivered with a separate 
HVAC unit, commonly called a dedicated 
outside air system (DOAS). 

VRF systems include self-diagnostics and 
monitoring points, as well as the ability to 
communicate with a wide variety of other 
building systems with non-proprietary building 
automation communication protocols. They are 
small, modular, and can be installed without 
a crane. Preliminary findings suggest that VRF 
systems can achieve 34% and higher HVAC 
energy cost savings.

Low Global Warming (GWP) Refrigerants 
are alternative refrigerants that can be used 
in new and existing commercial HVAC and 
refrigeration equipment. They offer low “global 
warming potential” (GWP)—the tendency to 
trap heat in the atmosphere for decades—as 
well as other desirable performance and 
safety features. Promising low-GWP chemicals 
include fluorinated olefins that react rapidly 
with atmospheric compounds and thus will not 
remain for long periods.

Solar air conditioning uses solar radiation to heat water to drive ther-
mally activated cooling systems. Photo credit: U.S. Army Environmental

Chilled beams cool a room by circulating air through ceiling-mounted 
chilled water coils. Photo credit: Halton
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The technology uses variable speed controls 
on the refrigerant compressor, valves, and fans 
to efficiently heat or cool designated spaces 
as needed by blowing conditioned air through 
central shafts and ceiling spaces. The units 
capture and reuse heat, cold, and humidity 
from a building’s exhaust air and use waste heat 
from the compressors to reheat air that has 
been purposely over-cooled.

Modular Micro-Channel Absorption Chillers 
are powered by readily available alternative 
or waste heat sources (excess solar thermal, 
heat exhaust, or cheaper natural gas) instead 
of electricity, and can directly replace legacy 
HVAC chillers. They are very efficient at 
converting heat into cold. In addition to air 
conditioning, the technology can be dual-pur-
posed for space heating.

Variable Speed Mag-Lev Chiller.  
This chiller compressor technology offers 
quieter, more efficient cooling at lower partial 
loads than rotary-screw chillers due to its 
ability to reduce friction, operate at variable 
speeds, and integrate with diagnostics and 
monitoring systems. 

Variable speed chillers equipped with magnetic 
levitation (maglev) bearing compressors 
eliminate the metal-on-metal friction of 
traditional compressors and can be incorpo-
rated as partial compressor-only retrofits, or as 
full chiller upgrades for systems at the end of 
their useful life.

Condensing Boilers, which can be fuelled by 
gas or oil, are water heaters that pre-heat the 
cold water entering the boiler with the waste 
heat in the flue gases. Since condensing boilers 
extract more of the heat energy released by 
the combustion process, they can offer an 
increased efficiency of over 87% compared to 
conventional boilers.

Ä Visit http://go.hw.net/AR514Course1 
to read more and complete the quiz 
for credit.

SPONSOR INFORMATION

MacroAir’s unique 6ix blade technology moves a huge column of air downward and 
out a full 360 degrees, creating a fresher, healthier and more comfortable space. And 
because our fans use less energy to produce more airflow, they can generate some 
cool savings on HVAC costs, too. See how at macroairfans.com

Mitsubishi Electric Cooling & Heating is a leading marketer of ductless and variable 
refrigerant flow (VRF) technology. In 1982, Mitsubishi Electric introduced its state-
of-the-art, ductless air conditioners and heat pumps in North America. The product 
line was expanded with VRF zoning heat pump systems using INVERTER-compressor 
technology to offer simultaneous cooling and heating.

QUIZ

1. HVAC systems account for what % of the energy used in commercial buildings in the U.S.?

a. 10–15% b. 20–25%

c. 30–45% d. 50–65%

2. The AC part of a HVAC system uses refrigerant _________to produce cool air.

a. condensation b. evaporation

c. reduction d. oxidation

3. A heat pump is:

a. a device that circulates steam.  b. a device that pumps condensate back to a boiler. 

c. a type of compressor.  d. an air conditioner with a valve that allows the refrigerant 
 flow to be reversed so that the condenser becomes the  
e. all of the above. evaporator and vice a versa. 

4. Standards outlining air quality are established by:

a. ASME b. ISPE

c. ASHRAE d. LEED

5. Btus stands for:

a. British thermal units b. British tons per unit

c. British temperature units d. Bio-thermal units

6. Typically, a ton of cooling is needed for a:

a. 100-square-foot space b. 1,000-square-foot space

c. 10,000-square-foot space  d. 100,000-square-foot space 

7. VRF stands for:

a. Visual Resources Facility b. Variable Roof Frequency

c. Variable Refrigerant Flow d. Variable Route Frequency

8. Desiccant Enhanced Evaporative Air-Conditioning (DEVap) decouples cooling and ____________ performance. 

a. dehumidification b. humidification

c. steam d. hot water

9. Energy Recovery Ventilation Systems (ERV) use __________________to pre-heat and pre-cool incoming outdoor 
ventilation air in HVAC systems.

a. biomass b. site-recovered energy from building exhaust air

c. gas or oil d. fluorinated olefins

10. BACnet is:

a. ASHRAE’s Thermal Environmental b. ASHRAE’s Data Communication Protocol  
Conditions for Human Occupancy for Building Automation and Control Systems

c. ASHRAE’s Field Testing of HVAC d. ASHRAE’s Specifying Direct Digital 
Controls Components Control Systems
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Engineered to turn any space into a model of effi ciency. From the sleek NASA-design airfoil blade to the precision drive 

system, MacroAir fans are among the most effi cient air movement products on earth. Using the perfect 6ixBlade™ 

design to move large quantities of air with the least energy required, our fans employ high volume and low speed 

to reduce energy use by 20% or more. One 24’ AirVolution fan can make an 18,000 sq. ft. space feel over 5˚ cooler, 

dramatically lowering energy costs and improving air circulation and comfort. No other fan performs so beautifully.

See more at macroairfans.com
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Innovation that is the result of 
more than 147 years of R&D.
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Aldehydes are emitted from carpet 
and other products over time.†

Let’s go back a few hundred years.
In the past, air circulated freely through 
gaps in walls, windows and doors. And 
while we’ve become better over the 
years at sealing interior environments, 
we’ve also sealed 
in everything, from 
aldehydes, to mold 
and mildew and even 
unpleasant odors. 

Why these problems 
are such a problem.
Used in producing 
plastics, synthetic 
resins, upholstery, 
carpet and pressed 
wood, aldehydes 
are compounds that 
gradually “of -gas”, 

resulting in emissions. Mold 
and mildew can irritate skin, 
eyes and respiratory tracts 
and cause staining, rotting, 
and bacterial odors. And while 
odors from pets, cooking, 

smoke and other sources may not pose 
health problems, they can make indoor 
spaces unpleasant.

The science behind the technology.
It starts with odor eliminating technology 
that deconstructs carbon molecules, 
neutralizing and dissipating odors. Then, 
new formaldehyde reducing technology* 
helps to transform airborne aldehydes 
into water molecules and harmless inert 
gas, reducing these VOCs from potential 

sources like insulation, carpet, furniture 
and fabrics. And fi nally, antimicrobial 
agents inhibit the growth 
of mold and mildew on 
the paint fi lm and related 

bacterial odors, 
addressing these 
issues before 
they can become 
a problem.

Technology so advanced, 
all you need is a roller.
Perhaps what’s most amazing 
about this technology is 
that it comes by the gallon. 
For more than 147 years, 
Sherwin-Williams has 
consistently engineered 
innovative coatings 

like this zero VOC product that 
balances bold ingenuity with 
aesthetic appeal. And that’s 
why we call it - HARMONY.

Technology designed to make 
the great indoors even greater.

The bold 
innovation 
for reducing 
interior odors 
and improving 
indoor air 
quality.

And oh yeah, it’s paint.

Special compounds deconstruct 
carbon molecules to dissipate odors.

*Formaldehyde Reducing Technology is currently available in fl at and eg-shel sheens. The length of 
time Harmony actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of

exposure and the amount of painted surface area.

†Based on methods:
ISO 17226 Determination of formaldehyde content in leather by High Performance Liquid Chromatography

ISO 16000-3 Determination of formaldehyde and other carbonyl compounds in indoor air and test chamber air

©2014 The Sherwin-Williams Company
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Designer Harvey Probber in his 1948 Sling Chair, now 
being reissued by design brand M2L. Selected for 
MoMA’s 1951 Good Design exhibition, the chair’s bent-
wood frame and sling back make it ideal for kicking 
back. M2L will also bring back a selection of Probber’s 
celebrated modular contract seating. m2l.com Circle 100
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The laTesT pieces To escape The archives of legacy furniTure 
makers are rooTeD in The miD-20Th cenTury. DespiTe some subTle 
Tweaks, These icons sTay True To Their Designers’ visions.

Text by Hallie Busta

midcentury 
modern revivals

LC5, Cassina
cassina collaborated with the fondation le corbusier to revive the lc5 sofa with new finishes and proportions more closely 
resembling its original form. first designed by the architect in 1934 with pierre Jeanneret and charlotte perriand for corb’s paris 
apartment, the piece was edited by cassina in 1974 to be one size and with a chrome frame. in its latest update, the sofa is offered 
as a two- or three-seater (shown), and the large, plush cushions are supported by a metal frame available in seven colored 
varnishes as well as polished chrome. cassina.com circle 101
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Mexique, Cassina
Designer Charlotte Perriand crafted her 1952 Mexique table as 
a compact desk for student dorms at the Cité Internationale 
Universitaire de Paris. Cassina is reissuing it in 15" (shown) and 
27.5" heights. The top comes in solid walnut or oak and the 
metal legs have a black matte finish. cassina.com Circle 102

su ColleCtion, eMeCo and nendo
Emeco is bringing the form of its iconic 1944 Navy Chair to  
a collaboration with Japanese design studio Nendo. The  
Su Collection of seating and tables is made from eco-friendly 
materials, including recycled polyethylene for the seat and 
recycled aluminum legs (both shown). emeco.net Circle 104

albero, Poltrona Frau
Italian designer Gianfranco Frattini conceived this sculptural 
shelving system in the late 1950s; it anchors to the ceiling and 
swivels 360-degrees. A nonslip rubber foot grips the floor. Eight 
to 12 shelving modules can be affixed to the walnut veneer 
frame using a pinion joint. poltronafrau.com Circle 105

eaMes shell Chair, herMan Miller
The 1950 design is being reissued in its original glass fiber 
thanks to an eco-friendly fabrication process used in the auto 
industry. Glass-fiber strands are blown onto a wireframe in the 
shape of the chair’s shell. Excess strands are vacuumed from 
the air. Offered in nine colors. hermanmiller.com Circle 106

621 side table, Vitsœ
Dieter Rams designed his 621 side table in 1962. The re-issued 
model is injection-molded in either black plastic that includes 
80% post-consumer waste or in off-white plastic (shown). 
Two sizes are offered and each is coated with a UV-resistant, 
textured polyurethane finish. vitsoe.com Circle 103
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I’m walkIng down Fifth Avenue, 
approaching Grand Army Plaza. It’s March 
and the bare trees offer a clear view of the tall 
buildings on the other side of Central Park. The 
skyline from this vantage point in Manhattan 
is newly dominated by One57, Christian de 
Portzamparc’s skinny 75-story tower, under 
construction on West 57th Street. This oligarchs’ 
aerie will be the tallest residential building in 
the city, but with its curved top, it’s about as 
poetic as an elongated Braun toothbrush.

Most of the tall buildings in my view are 
equally banal. The tops of the two dark towers 
of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s Time Warner 
Center, adorned with a few mysterious slots, 
are as blankly expressive as Darth Vader’s 
helmet; Norman Foster, Hon. FAIA’s Brancusi-
like Hearst Tower is abruptly truncated when it 
reaches the 46th floor; and the less said about 

the pedestrian Trump International Hotel and 
Tower, the better. The silhouette of Robert A.M. 
Stern, FAIA’s 15 Central Park West is the best 
of the bunch, but its rather pallid rendition of 
a prewar apartment building doesn’t exactly 
make my heart sing.

Things get a little better along Central 
Park South. If you ignore the garish red neon 
sign on its roof, the Art Deco Essex House is 
pretty interesting, though not as striking as the 
Hampshire House next door, which starts with 
a series of stepped terraces facing the park 
and terminates in a châteauesque roof and 
two tall chimneys. And if I look to the north I 
can just make out the two tempietto-topped 
towers of the San Remo. All three buildings 
date from the 1930s, when American architects 
such as Emery Roth (the San Remo), Caughey 
& Evans (the Hampshire House), and Frank 
Grad (the Essex House) knew something that 
most contemporary architects seem to have 
forgotten: how to celebrate tallness.

As A spAte of towers rise in new York And elsewhere, mAnY 
Are less thAn convincing in their verticAl uplift. here’s whAt 
contemporArY Architects hAve forgotten About building tAll.
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I suppose the amnesIa began with the 
International Style, which insisted that all 
buildings, short or tall, have a flat roof. What 
is easy to forget is that in the 1950s, when the 
Lever House and the Seagram Building were 
built, modernist towers in New York were 
relatively rare, and amid a lively roofscape of 
steeples, temples, domes, and assorted pitched 
roofs, the stolid boxes had a certain stylish 
aplomb—like someone showing up at a black-
tie dinner in sneakers. But skylines composed 
entirely of flat-tops are deadly.

That most American city skylines 
today are animated—especially at night—is 
probably due to the lingering influence of 
Post-Modernism. While Philip Johnson and 
John Burgee, FAIA’s Chippendale highboy 
top on the Sony Tower appears pretty tame 
today—it doesn’t hold a candle to the San 
Remo—Johnson did push skyscraper design 
in a more creative direction. I recently saw his 
and Burgee’s “Gothic” PPG Place in Pittsburgh 
which, while not as evocative as Cass Gilbert’s 
steeple-like Woolworth Building, has stood 
the test of time remarkably well. So has their 
Pennzoil Place in Houston, still one of their best 
skyscraper designs.

Of course, PoMo itself didn’t last, and 
architects turned in other directions. Perhaps 
the two most striking skyscrapers of the early 
2000s are Foster’s 30 St Mary Axe in London 

and Jean Nouvel, Hon. FAIA’s Torre Agbar in 
Barcelona, both circular in plan and both rocket-
like in form. Still, the fact that these buildings 
are popularly known as “the Gherkin” and 

“el supositori” (the suppository), respectively, 
suggests that the public sees them as odd rather 
than uplifting.

Renzo Piano, Hon. FAIA, topped the New 
York Times Building (2007) with a crown by 
extending the sunscreen six stories into the air 
beyond the roof. From afar, the delicate corona 
is barely visible, but what is conspicuous is 
a 298-foot-tall mast—not an antenna but a 
sculpture. Since most tall buildings are topped 
by actual transmission towers, putting a 
nonfunctioning mast on a building strikes me 
as an ineffectual gesture. It does get the New 
York Times Building into the record books (as 
the fourth-tallest building in the city), since  
the top of the mast reaches an elevation of 
1,046 feet, which is exactly the height of the 
mast of the Chrysler Building.

William Van Alen, the architect of the 
Chrysler (completed in 1930), integrated that 
building’s mast into the design; he didn’t 
simply stick it on top. But that is exactly what 
SOM did at One World Trade Center. There, the 
mast—a real antenna this time—reaches the 
1,776-foot mark, making this the tallest building 
in the United States, at least according to the 
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, 

WoolWorth building (left)
Completed: 1913
Architect: Cass Gilbert

Sony toWer
Completed: 1984
Architects: Philip Johnson and John Burgee
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which adjudicates such things. Tall it may be, 
but its insubstantial exclamation mark appears 
lackluster compared to the robust sculptural 
mast atop the Empire State Building, say, or 
Chrysler’s lyrical pinnacle. Peter Sagal, the host 
of National Public Radio’s Wait Wait … Don’t Tell 
Me, had it right late last year when he called 
One World Trade Center’s so-called sculptural 
antenna “the comb-over of architecture.”

With the London Shard (2012), Piano 
adopted a different strategy. He made the entire 
building into a spike, something that Foster had 
explored in the earlier (unbuilt) Millennium 
Tower in Tokyo. The Shard strikes me as oddly 
insubstantial, perhaps because the façades 
are composed of overlapping planes. The first 
spiky high-rise was surely Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
proposed mile-high skyscraper, the Illinois, an 
impressive 1956 drawing of which is currently 
on display in the Museum of Modern Art’s 

“Frank Lloyd Wright and the City” exhibition. 
But unlike Foster and Piano, Wright did not 
make his spire smooth. Instead, he introduced 
a series of jagged setbacks as the building got 
progressively taller, which is a more effective 
strategy: The building appears to push its 
way up into the sky. Had Wright’s mile-high 
skyscraper been built, I doubt it would have 
acquired a jokey nickname. People don’t make 
fun of buildings they admire.

Why do skyscrapers of an earlier period—
even unbuilt ones like Wright’s—seem so 

much more convincing in their verticality 
than today’s designs? I think these earlier 
architects understood that the essence of 
a skyscraper was uplift. They had studied 
church and cathedral spires, and the role of 
proportion, details, and silhouette in creating 
the impression of upward thrust. Christopher 
Wren’s church spires offer a veritable tutorial. 
As Geoffrey Scott explained in his classic, The 
Architecture of Humanism: “A spire, when well 
designed, appears—as common language 
testifies—to soar. We identify ourselves, not 
with its actual downward pressure, but its 
apparent upward impulse. … We transcribe 
architecture into terms of ourselves.”

John Mead Howells and Raymond Hood 
understood soaring when they designed the 
effervescent top of Chicago’s Tribune Tower, 
which is based on the Late Gothic “Butter 
Tower” of Rouen Cathedral. So did Eliel Saarinen, 
whose masterful second-place entry in that 
1922 competition achieves the vertical thrust 
of Gothic architecture while dispensing 
with Gothic forms. The pinnacles and subtle 
setbacks of Saarinen’s design influenced 
Hood in his later tall buildings, such as the 
American Radiator Building on Bryant Park, 
the Daily News Building, and his masterpiece 
of skyscraper design, the RCA Building at 
Rockefeller Center, now called the GE Building.

It’s difficult to point to skyscrapers today 
that measure up to Hood’s achievement. The 
Burj Khalifa, designed by Adrian Smith, FAIA, 

New york  
times buildiNg
Year completed: 2007
Architect: Renzo Piano 
Building Workshop and 
FXFowle Architects
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and SOM, and completed in 2010 in Dubai, 
comes close to capturing the upward impulse 
that Scott alluded to. But photographs of the 
façade (I haven’t visited the building) suggest a 
degree of standardization and repetition—and 
an absence of scale as the building rises—that 
risks producing an impression of monotony. 
Still, the Burj Khalifa is more convincing than 
the other skyscrapers that have cropped up 
in Dubai or Shanghai and Beijing, with their 
twisting and turning, bending and leaning, 
shimmying and shaking.

Having exhausted the repertoire of 
funny shapes, some skyscraper designers have 
recently turned to “cut-and-paste architecture,” 
as The Guardian referred to the Office for 
Metropolitan Architecture’s De Rotterdam 
project. Retro Miesian boxes are deconstructed 
and reassembled in slightly haphazard fashion, 
like so many giant toy blocks. SHoP Architects 
takes a similar approach in their B2 Bklyn 
project, as does Frank Gehry, FAIA, in three 
80-story towers proposed for Toronto. Reviving 
midcentury modernism in this mannered 
fashion is bizarre to say the least.

Today’s skyscrapers can amaze, surprise, 
shock, and sometimes even frighten. But 
they do not engage us in the way that Scott 
described. They make us feel puny rather 
than uplifted. He might have called it the 
architecture of inhumanism.

Having exHausted tHe repertoire of funny sHapes, 
some skyscraper designers Have recently turned 

to “cut-and-paste arcHitecture.”

Seagram Building
Year completed: 1958
Architect: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Philip Johnson
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Text by Logan Ward
Photos by Eduard Hueber/ArchPhoto Inc.

Before there was GooGle, public libraries 
were the primary portal to the wide world 
of information. New York architecture firm 
Marble Fairbanks reminds us that they 
still serve this purpose for many people by 
incorporating the word “search” above the 
entrance of the 18,000-square-foot, LEED Gold–
certified Glen Oaks branch library in Queens. 
But rather than using painted letters or signage, 
the firm lets natural light do the talking.

On dark or cloudy days, the northern 
façade’s curtainwall is blank and unassuming. 
But on clear days, sunlight streaming through 
the back glazing of its parapet projects the word 

“search” onto the curtainwall glass a few feet 
away. The luminous effect is dynamic, changing 
continuously each hour and each season.

The projected letters begin compressed 
beyond legibility in the curtainwall’s top right 
corner at sunrise. Throughout the morning, 
they drift to the left, extending to a full 

height of nearly 5 feet at noon, when the sun 
reaches its highest point in the sky. Then the 
letters slowly compress and disappear into 
the curtainwall’s top left corner. In the winter, 
the letters follow a similar path, though their 
projected height is halved because of the sun’s 
lower transit. “We wanted to highlight the 
ephemeral qualities of digital information by 
relating it to the ephemeral qualities of light,” 
says firm partner Karen Fairbanks, AIA.

To test the design concept and determine 
the parapet’s geometry, Fairbanks and her 
team built a 1½-inch-to-1-foot scale model 
using foamcore, acetate, and artificial light. 
Ultimately, they determined that the back, or 
inboard, face of the 4-foot 6-inch parapet wall 
would have a sharp 65-degree slope from the 
horizontal. The angled glass in the parapet 
is supported by a custom steel structure 
and aluminum frame built by the general 
contractor for the library, Summit Construction 
Services Group.

During the design process, the team used 
Autodesk Maya software to simulate the letters’ 

On a sunny day at the Glen 
Oaks branch library in New 
York, passersby can watch 
the word “search” emerge 
from the upper right corner 
of the parapet, enlarge to 
full height at noon, and 
then steadily disappear  
into the upper left corner.

detail

To highlighT The relevance of libraries in The 21sT cenTury, Marble fairbanks creaTed a dynaMic 
skylighT ThaT shouTs iT froM The roofTop.

Written in lights
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Curtainwall  
insulated glass unit:  
¼" Guardian SN68 
low-E glass, ½" 
air gap, and ¼" 
laminated glass with 
a frosted graphic film

Parapet Section

change in appearance in accordance with the 
sun’s position. They built one more physical 
model, this time at half scale and made with 
foamcore and a sample of the actual glazing, to 
fine-tune the text resolution through trial and 
error. Marble Fairbanks designed the custom 
typeface of the stenciled letters, which are 20 
inches tall with a stroke thickness of 3 inches 
and edges feathered with a halftone pattern.

The firm sent the digital files to 
Pedricktown, N.J.–based J.E. Berkowitz 
Architectural Glass, which applied an opaque 
acid etch on the Type 3 insulated glass unit that 

contrasts sharply with the transparent glass of 
the stenciled letters.

When projected, the word “search” appears 
suspended between the parapet glass and the 
6-foot-tall curtainwall façade, rising above the 
second-story children’s section. “Sometimes 
you see double letters,” Fairbanks says. “As you 
move around the façade, what you see changes.” 
She and her colleagues were pleased to discover 
other serendipitous effects, including the 
reflection of letters off the translucent façade 
glass and back down into the children’s section, 
where they fall on desks and tables.

Supplied by Pulp Studio, in Los Angeles, 
the curtainwall glazing, which is insulated, has 
a translucent finish to intensify the graphic’s 
visibility and to help mask the parapet 
structure and lettered glass beyond.

When the building opened last fall, 
Fairbanks says that community members were 
intrigued by the glowing, beckoning “search” 
and curious about why the letters change 
shape, position, and legibility. “For children, it’s 
kind of a science project,” she says. And if they 
want answers, they merely have to step inside 
the library and search.

Insulated glass unit: 
¼" Solarban 60 
glass (2) with a  
½" air gap

Summer sun

Winter sun

“SEARCH” projected 
onto the façade 
curtainwall

Steel beam

Kawneer 1600 
sloped aluminum 
glazing system

“SEARCH” written  
horizontally in a ¼"  
opaque acid etch
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NEXT PROGRESSIVES

URBAN-THINK TANK, BEST KNOWN FOR 
ITS VERTICAL GYMS IN THE CARACAS 
BARRIOS, HAS A NEW STRATEGY FOR 
BUILDING IN THIRD WORLD SLUMS.

WHEN I CALL HIM, Alfredo Brillembourg is 
eating lunch in Zurich, on a terrace beside 
the lake, the Swiss Alps on the horizon. He 
describes the scene to me in detail and with 
evident delight. Maybe he’s trying to stress how 
di� erent Zurich is from Caracas, Venezuela, 
where he lived for many years. Or maybe he’s 
just being charming—an essential quality if 
you want to build what and where he does.

Brillembourg (pictured above left), who is 
Venezuelan-American, and his partner Hubert 
Klumpner (above right), from Austria, founded 
Urban-Think Tank (U-TT) as an architecture 
fi rm in 1998 to empower the poor through 
design. It was before the architecture world 
at large showed any interest in slums or 

informal urban settlements. For years, amid 
rising poverty, crime, and corruption, they 
fought to build social projects in Caracas’s 
barrios—home to about 60 percent of the 
city’s population. Today they are professors of 
architecture and urban design at ETH Zurich. 
Both appreciate how ironic it is that their 
current city is consistently ranked as one of 
the world’s most livable, while Caracas, their 
former home, languishes near the bottom of 
the same rankings.

Improbably, Zurich has become the 
incubator for their activism, which has moved 
into a new phase. Tired of chasing after 
funds and frustrated by the one-o�  nature 
of their interventions, they have switched 
their focus from building good projects to 
building a pipeline that can deliver them 
at scale. “We went from bottom-up, street-

The Next Progressives series of emerging-� rm pro� les is proudly supported by VT Industries.

Text by Amanda Kolson Hurley
Portrait by Stefan Jermann

vendor architecture … to the highest level” of 
decision-maker, Brillembourg says, whose fi rm 
has partnered with national governments and 
organizations like the World Bank. The question 
that U-TT is trying to answer, Klumpner tells me, 
is “how can we [connect] academia, industry, 
governments, and banks on a larger model, to 
get projects done?”

In other words, having reached the limit 
of their bottom-up approach, they decided to 
give top-down a try. In fact, the impulse to scale 
up their work is at least a decade old, going 
back to their fi rst vertical gym in Caracas’s 
Barrio La Cruz. The consummate U-TT idea, the 
gym is tactical, replicable, and programmed 
to the max—to make the most of scarce land 
in a dense city, and to justify the considerable 
e� ort required to build anything in what 
Brillembourg calls “a completely crazy place.” 
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(For instance: the client of that first gym, former 
district mayor Leopoldo López, is currently 
being held in a military jail.)

Several more vertical gyms were planned 
in Caracas, but they got mired in local politics 
and contractor graft. After years of fitful building, 
two more finally opened in the Sucre and Baruta 
barrios. Like the one in La Cruz, these gyms stack 
layers of amenities—a running track, ball court, 
weight-lifting zone—onto small, hemmed-in 
sites. The structures are based on a simple 
prefabricated system. U-TT would rather provide 
a flexible kit of parts than give form to a polished 
object (an approach that would fail, anyway).

“You have to understand you may not 
realize your project in its entirety,” Brillembourg 
says. He’s talking about working in the slums 
of the Global South, but he’s also offering a 
manifesto for the role of the architect in the 21st 
century. “You have to give the framework, and 
help a building to happen. It’s only putting it on 
the ground that matters.”

In the early 2000s, the Caracas government 
planned to build a new road connecting the 
hillside barrio of San Agustín to the city center. 
The road would have displaced 30 percent 
of the barrio’s residents, many of whom had 
sunk capital into their homes by adding an 
extra floor. U-TT suggested a far less invasive 
measure: inserting a cable-car line into the 
existing fabric of San Agustín. Luckily, Hugo 
Chávez, then the Venezuelan president, liked 
the idea, and the Metro Cable opened in 2010. 
Its gondolas can move 1,200 people per hour. 
Though that’s a fraction of what a bus line 
might have carried, the trip to downtown 
Caracas, which used to take two hours, now 
only takes 15 minutes. The benefit to local 
residents is enormous.

Most of the $300 million spent on the 
2-kilometer system actually went to the 
stations, which were supposed to have different 
community functions: a medical clinic, a 
supermarket, a vertical gym. But while that 
vision of “a string of pearls filled with social 
content at each station” didn’t entirely pan out, 
Brillembourg says that he is still satisfied. “It’s 
working fine,” he says. “People are very happy.”

Like all U-TT’s projects, the Metro Cable 
was self-initiated. Relationships were what got 
it built. As the architects won over residents 
and workshopped ideas with them, they curried 
favor with officials—and were helped by 
some lucky connections, as the design writer 
Justin McGuirk recounts in his forthcoming 
book Radical Cities. McGuirk writes about the 
first time he saw Brillembourg and Klumpner 

“in action” in a Caracas barrio, striking up 
conversations, playing a game of basketball 
with some kids. It is not a job for the shy or ill-

at-ease. “The activist architect is an extrovert or 
he is nothing,” McGuirk writes.

Only an extrovert could talk his way past 
the security force at Torre David, the unfinished 
Caracas skyscraper that’s now home to some 
3,000 squatters. U-TT spent a year studying 
how they had formed their own self-regulating 
community in the husk of the 45-story tower, 
furnishing their apartments and setting up 
convenience stores and hair salons, despite the 
lack of elevators and other basic services.

McGuirk, in the role of curator, invited the 
studio and its collaborator, photographer Iwan 
Baan, to create an exhibition on Torre David at 
the 2012 Venice Architecture Biennale. In Venice, 
the team set up a restaurant similar to one in 
the tower, called Gran Horizonte. Members of 
the design-world elite snacked on arepas while 
looking at Baan’s photos of life inside the tower. 
The piece won the Golden Lion and helped make 
the Torre David famous.

It was canny of U-TT to engage Baan, 
a brilliant photographer. Klumpner and 
Brillembourg use as many platforms as they 
can to influence the public and decision-
makers: Photographs, lectures, articles, books, 
films. Daniel Schwartz, a U-TT researcher, has 
a background in journalism and photography. 
His colleague Alexis Kalagas also worked as a 
journalist before joining the office. “We both 

chose to work at U-TT because we believe in the 
importance of bridging the divide between the 
built environment and social issues,” Schwartz 
writes of himself and Kalagas in an email.

last summer, Klumpner and Brillembourg 
led a design/build workshop in the Khayelitsha 
township of Cape Town, South Africa, where ETH 
Zurich students developed a modular prototype 
for a two-story shack. The emphasis was on 
economy and replicability, a toolkit rather than 
an ideal form. U-TT wants to “massify” such 
solutions, Klumpner says, through partnerships. 
Of course, so does every social-impact architect. 
It’s getting beyond the demonstration phase that 
is the movement’s next frontier.

Someone will cross that frontier, and why 
not U-TT? The firm is working with the Emerging 
and Sustainable Cities Initiative, which advises 
second-tier cities in Latin America and the 
Caribbean on development. The initiative is led 
by the Inter-American Development Bank and 
receives funding from the Swiss government. 
U-TT detailed one of its architects, Lea 
Ruefenacht, to work at the bank’s Washington, 
D.C., office for a year, coordinating an urban 
renewal project in Port of Spain, Trinidad and 
Tobago. Embedding a designer in a development 
bank won’t awe the jury at Venice, but it may be 
the most progressive thing U-TT has done yet.
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Opposite: A vertical gym 
under construction in 
the El Dorado barrio of 
Caracas. This image: An 
interior of the first vertical 
gym, in Barrio La Cruz in 
Caracas. 
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Clockwise from top left: The Metro Cable line that runs from the San Agustín barrio to the center of Caracas, which U-TT proposed as an alternative to a new road; the modular 
prototype house in the Khayelitsha township of Cape Town, South Africa, developed by ETH Zurich, U-TT, and the South African nongovernmental organization Ikhayalami; Torre 
David, the unfinished Caracas skyscraper populated by squatters that U-TT has studied as an example of a vertical community; and the proposed CIASMB Music Center for Social 
Action in Caracas, designed by U-TT as a combination music school and performance space.
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Science Doesn’t Lie.
There has been extensive messaging by the Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) Foam industry discussing how EPS performs the same, if not better than Extruded 

Polystyrene (XPS) Rigid Foam Insulation when it comes to R-value and moisture. 

But you only have to look at the science to see the truth –

•	 Science proves that XPS is more moisture-resistant than EPS*

•	 Science proves that XPS holds R-value better than EPS at lower mean temperatures when water is present*

And with Owens Corning’s™ FOAMULAR® XPS Rigid Foam Insulation, you receive the only XPS product that has a lifetime limited warranty,** has achieved 

GREENGUARD Gold Certifcation by Underwriters Laboratories, and has third party certifed recycled content.

For more information, see us at 
owenscorning.com/sciencedoesntlie
#sciencedoesntlie

   *ASTM C272 and ASTM C518. Also see Owens Corning technical document: “Extrusion Matters” for more details.
**For the life of the home or building. See actual warranty for complete details, limitations and requirements.

GREENGUARD certified products are certified to GREENGUARD standards for low chemical emissions into indoor air during product usage. For more information, visit ul.com/gg. Scientific Certification Systems (SCS) provides independent 
verification of recycled content in building materials and verifies recycled content claims made by manufacturers. For more information, visit www.scscertified.com.
THE PINK PANTHER™ & © 1964–2014 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved. The color PINK is a registered trademark of Owens Corning. © 2014 Owens Corning. All Rights Reserved. Owens Corning Foam Insulation, LLC.
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Mastering 
the post-loss 
debrief

center

In the busIness development realm, it can 
literally be a $1 million question: Why did we 
lose this project? As a firm, you might have been 
scoping out the opportunity well in advance of 
the Request for Proposal (RFP) and thought that 
you were well positioned. You felt confident 
that you knew the competition, had a solid 
presentation, and more than sufficiently had 
answered the questions “Why us?” and “What 
value do we bring to the project?”

Many firms don’t make time to gather 
feedback from a prospective client about why 
they lost a project, even though they may have 
spent thousands of dollars in quantifiable and 
opportunity costs, such as the time spent by 
firm staff pursuing the commission.

That’s a major mistake. Conducting a 
debrief sends a strong message to clients that 
you care. It communicates that you don’t take 
them for granted and, most importantly, that 
you want to win the next competition. Also, if 
done correctly, the data that you glean from 
a debrief can inform—and improve—several 
aspects of your marketing and business 
development processes. You can gather 
competitive intelligence, pre-position for future 
opportunities, and get feedback on your team’s 

best practices

There’s noThing worse Than 
losing a compeTiTion ThaT you 
ThoughT your firm would 
win. excepT for failing To  
find ouT why.

Text by Rich Friedman
Illustrations by Peter Arkle



To find out which Dyson Airblade™ hand dryer would be best for your restroom, visit www.dysonairblade.com .

The fastest, most hygienic hand dryers

The new range of Dyson Airblade™ hand dryers are powered by the  

latest Dyson digital motor – one of the world’s smallest, fully integrated  

 1400W motors. Its small size and power density are what have made  

our latest hand dryer technology possible. 

It means you’ll now find a Dyson hand dryer that dries hands in 12  

seconds and a small Dyson hand dryer that’s only four inches deep.  

You’ll even find Airblade™ technology in a tap at the sink.

Visit us at: NeoCon, booth #8-3094C 

 AIA, booth #1260
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presentation, messaging, and use of technology.
Firms that have engaged in post-

competition debriefs know how awkward 
they can be if not done well. For starters, fi rms 
should ask open-ended questions and prioritize 
them if the interview will be short. Here are 
several questions that are especially e� ective:

�  What were the most important criteria 
during the selection process?

�  How could the RFP response have been 
improved? (Was it clear? Did it su�  ciently 
answer questions and pressing issues?)

�  If our fi rm was shortlisted, why? What stood 
out? What concerns were there, if any?

�  How did our fi rm perform during the 
interview process? (Ask for specifi cs 
about each of the presenters and their 
content and style.) Was the presentation 
compelling? And if not, how did it miss the 
mark? Did the presenters connect with the 
audience, and if not, why not?

�  What led to the winning fi rm’s selection? 
How did that fi rm di� erentiate itself 
from the competition? What other factors 
infl uenced the decision?

�  How did our fi rm’s fee compare to that of 
our competitors?

�  What advice can you o� er our fi rm when 
we pursue future opportunities with you?

In my experience, there are four main mistakes 
that fi rms make when conducting loss debriefs.

�  They may let too much time pass. As time 
moves on, details on both sides tend to 
get fuzzy.

�  They may have the wrong person conduct 
the debrief. If the person isn’t curious 

enough, takes negative feedback 
personally, or is too technical or project-
focused, the results won’t be useful.

�  They may ask questions that are too general, 
or don’t ask enough open-ended questions 
or di�  cult, probing, follow-up questions.

�  And, fi nally, they may not act on the 
feedback.

Given the challenges of conducting loss 
debriefs, some fi rms choose to outsource this 
critical task to an independent third party, 
especially when dealing with strategically 
important clients and projects. That may 
make sense if there is a compelling enough 
economic upside of applying the data to future 
pursuits and to overall marketing and business 
development strategy. It may also make sense if 
clients would feel more comfortable providing 
constructive criticism to an independent third 
party that specializes in conducting research and 
may thus be more apt to ask probing questions.

Indeed, a consultant may have greater 
success than you or a member of your fi rm 
in landing an interview with the client. For 
example, in 2013, participation rates for 
loss debriefs that my company, Wayland, 
Mass.–based Friedman & Partners, conducted 
averaged 86 percent. Remember, it may be yet 
another expense to budget for, but the nuggets 
you gain from a loss debrief can oftentimes 
pave the way for future successes with that 
client and others.

However your fi rm chooses to handle a 
competition debrief, it should be considered an 
essential part of your business development 
strategy, designed and implemented in a way 
that will improve your chances of landing the 
next big project.

CONDUCTING A 
DEBRIEF SENDS A 
STRONG MESSAGE 
TO  CLIENTS THAT 
YOU CARE.

RICH FRIEDMAN, 
PRESIDENT OF FRIEDMAN & PARTNERS

FPO

CONDUCTING A 
DEBRIEF SENDS A 
STRONG MESSAGE 
TO  CLIENTS THAT 
YOU CARE.

FPO
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1.  Arata Isozaki & Associates tower
2.  Zaha Hadid Architects tower
3.  Studio Daniel Libeskind tower
4.  Zaha Hadid Architects residences
5.  Studio Daniel Libeskind residences
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citylife
A new neighborhood is tAking shApe in MilAn, And if the first coMpleted structures—
ApArtMents by ZAhA hAdid And dAniel libeskind—Are Any indicAtion, it could be A Model 
for urbAn developMent in the united stAtes.

Stand in a new park taking shape northwest of downtown Milan and 
allow your eyes to be overstimulated by two startling apartment complex-
es on either side. On one side, a crenellation of cockeyed penthouses tops 
five slab buildings. Bulging terraces crease their surfaces into stiff drapes. 
Turn the other way and take in curvaceous structures that evoke depart-
ing cruise ships with sleekly undulating white balconies.

This sounds like a stylistic fistfight amid the genteel apartment 
buildings and dignified red-tile-roof villas of the affluent surrounding 
neighborhood. Though the assertive architecture demands attention, the 
600 units of luxury housing—the first phase of an ambitious mixed-use 
megaproject called CityLife—stir together elements of both traditional 
and modernist urbanism. A brave new world? It’s more of a well-bred 
mutt—delivering the lifestyle expected of high-end, market-rate housing, 
while taking calculated risks in both design and urbanism.

Moving the Fiera di Milano—the giant complex of trade-fair pavil-
ions that annually plays host to shows like the Salone Internazionale del 
Mobile—to a Massimiliano Fuksas, Hon. FAIA–designed compound on the 
outskirts of the city in 2005 freed up a 90-acre tract with transformative 
potential just 3 kilometers from the famous Duomo. A decade ago, two 
large insurance companies, Generali and Allianz (which formed a develop-
ment corporation also called CityLife) won the right to develop the site in 
a competition, thanks in part to a master plan by New York’s Studio Daniel 
Libeskind, London’s Zaha Hadid Architects, and Tokyo’s Arata Isozaki & 
Associates. The plan turns most of the site into curving bands of lawn al-
ternating with forest (42 acres of it public), with groups of commercial and 
residential structures floating like “archipelagos” amid the greenery, as 
Daniel Libeskind, AIA, put it on a recent tour.

The strong desire for a parklike setting in densely built-up central 
Milan meant that the surrounding gridded and diagonal streets extend 
into the site only as pedestrian paths. They get swept into the curving 
swaths of lawn and forest designed by the London-based landscape ar-
chitecture firm Gustafson Porter. Vehicles dive underground to below-
grade levels accessible at the site’s edges so that cars are all but invisible 
at CityLife, even though the development will ultimately park 7,000. “We 
exceeded the minimum requirement for open space by about 15 to 20 per-
cent,” says Studio Daniel Libeskind principal Yama Karim. “We saw that  
as shaping a better environment for the development.”

The greenery flows into a vast plaza in the middle of the site that flu-
idly unites three showpiece office towers: a 50-story slab by Arata Isozaki, 
Hon. FAIA, with gently undulating glass walls; a twisting 43-story tower 
by Zaha Hadid, Hon. FAIA, that will rise out of a winglike shopping-galleria 
base; and a curving 30-story tower by Libeskind. A stop on a new subway 

line (under construction) feeds the development from beneath the plaza.
The towers don’t acknowledge each other, even though they rise 

high above the city’s predominantly low-rise fabric. The assemblage may 
be ambivalently iconic, but Libeskind sees it as representing Milan’s poly-
centric nature. The towers form gateways along the axis of boulevards that 
head toward the site from several directions. The commercial center won’t 
be complete until 2016 or later.

a Swath of foreSt intended to restore a native Lombardian ecology will 
divide the commercial archipelago from the two residential groupings 
completed last fall. Here, both Hadid and Libeskind arranged several apart-
ment buildings (condo units for sale, with a few rentals) loosely around a 
large green courtyard, leaving gaps between the buildings to frame views 
to the neighborhood or park. This scale is common in suburban European 
developments. In American terms, it falls between Miami-style tower  
developments and suburban garden apartments. Walkways feed bi-level 
lobbies through the generous courtyard greenery.

The ensembles by the two architects share an underlying DNA, which 
is why they play well urbanistically. The deeply modeled façades and the 
layering of materials form a richly textured street wall at the southern 
end of the site where the shortest buildings (five and six stories) face the 
neighborhood’s low-rise residential mélange. Apartments as tall as 13 and 
14 stories face toward the development’s interior, where their size is large 
enough to engage the office towers.

Libeskind’s 308 apartments in eight buildings stand around the 
courtyard like the monoliths at Stonehenge. Though each building arcs 
gently in plan, Libeskind’s team achieved the richly sculpted effect by dra-
matically shaping the balconies, which form vertical creases that wander 
back and forth as they rise, overlaid by trellises made of a wood-polymer 
composite. “Outdoor living in an urban environment is so precious and 
sought after,” Karim says. Many of the balconies are big enough for a fami-
ly dining table. The crisp corners and surgical flatness of the surfaces come 
from large ceramic panels, striated to evoke travertine, that are glued and 
hooked to the concrete and masonry walls.

The plans are generous but conventional, mostly with the separate 
kitchens Italians prefer, rather than the combination of living, dining, and 
shiny trophy kitchens often found in high-end American developments. 
Layouts idiosyncratically reconcile the buildings’ exterior gyrations, and 
many apartments are floor-through and access two balconies. Double-
height living rooms open up city panoramas in duplex penthouses.

The seven buildings and 300 units designed by Hadid wrap one 
large funnel-shaped courtyard sliced by a diagonal public passage. The 

Text by James Russell
Photos by Michele Nastasi
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undulations of the balcony faces play off varied ribbon windows with their 
sloping jambs and alluring (and expensive) radiused corners. Some surfac-
es get an overlay of wood-plank insets, inkblots that have spread across 
the white-painted metal panels in 1970s supergraphic shapes. They do-
mesticate the courtyard-facing sides of the building, according to Maurizio 
Meossi, the project manager at Zaha Hadid Architects.

Though the buildings kink here and there, Hadid sticks to a conven-
tional slab form that encloses disciplined, functional floor plans, where 
many rooms align their long sides to the windows and balconies. Living 
rooms typically open to city or park views; bedrooms and other private 
spaces face the courtyard. The rounded-corner sinuosity of the lobby 
promises sculptural drama, but that’s saved for units shaped by the exte-
rior’s curves and for duplex penthouses, where setbacks in the building 
carve bullet-shaped bays and prowlike balconies.

CityLife may feeL artifiCiaL for a while with its isolated building group-
ings strangely suspended between “walkable urbanism”—though here you 
stroll to a mall rather than a corner store—and lush, modernist tower-in-
the-park suburbanism, a type Americans often find impersonal but which 
Europeans appreciate in contrast to the dark and noisy historic city.

The generosity of the balconies seamlessly extends the interiors out-
doors, which you rarely feel in today’s U.S. projects. The buildings them-
selves create extra value by deserving to be part of the view. In contrast to 
the asphalted surroundings and vinyl-windowed cheapness of even high-
end American developments, these assemblages dynamically engage the 
greenery and kaleidoscopically choreograph sun and shadow through the 
day. CityLife courtyards are worthy amenities, not parking-lot leftovers. 
American residential developers should take note: They could learn a thing 
or two from CityLife.

Above: The residences by Studio Daniel Libeskind are sited around a courtyard; gaps between the buildings offer glimpses of the surrounding context. Below: A rendering of the 
three office towers designed by (from left to right) Zaha Hadid Architects, Studio Daniel Libeskind, and Arata Isozaki & Associates. The Isozaki tower is nearly topped out.
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Above: The taller of Libeskind’s residences are sited toward the center of the master plan in order to increase the scale closer to the planned towers. Below: The residential 
complex designed by Zaha Hadid Architects is more curvaceous in form than Libeskind’s, with wood inlays set around the concrete structure.
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Above: The Libeskind residences are clad in tile and wood-composite lattices and topped by penthouse duplexes. Opposite top: A double-height lobby in the Libeskind 
residences allows for access from both the lower roadway―sunken to avoid cluttering the site with vehicular traffic―and the landscaped courtyard above.
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Opposite Bottom: A perimeter wall denotes the southern edge of the CityLife site in front of the Zaha Hadid Architects–designed residences; access to underground parking is 
indicated by articulated canopies. Below: The curves of Hadid’s non-orthogonal windows continue in the pedestrian lobby, which is accessed from the central courtyard.



RUTGERS 
bUSinESS 
School
The new Ten ArquiTecTos–
designed fAciliTy in 
PiscATAwAy, n.J., is A whiP-
smArT inTerior sTudy in 
non-ProgrAmmed sPAce,  
buT don’T geT disTrAcTed by 
The building’s “big move.”
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There was a Time not long ago when a building such as TEN Arquitectos’  
new business school for Rutgers University in Piscataway, N.J., might have 
gotten by on its crisp good looks and structural exhibitionism alone. As a 
taste for such things took hold overseas in years past—and as an archi-
tecture of seductively picturesque risk increasingly became the norm— 
aesthetically and fiscally conservative America lagged very far behind.

We were deprived then, as the late Herbert Muschamp often noted, of 
examples of this nascent architecture of “desire.” It followed that desirous 
critics were often moved to give a pass to the few projects in that contem-
porary mode that did get built here: A delight in a building’s boldness and 
apparent novelty trumped any concerns about the means deployed and 
sacrifices made to realize the desired effects.

Thankfully, that time has passed: We’ve all seen this stuff before.
So let’s ignore for the moment the wide, bent, road-spanning bridge 

of Enrique Norten’s business school building; the 10 cheekily canted col-
umns that hold the top floor in place 60 feet in the air as it travels between 
anchoring wings; the frank baring of its photo-white bones through glass 
walls where the building faces the exurban satellite campus for which it 
serves as icon and gate; the racy texturing of the opaque skin and the re-
sulting near-total blindness of the building where it faces away.

Let’s ignore every camera-friendly move that, before we became 

inured through overexposure, might have made us say “Wow” or “Cool” or 
even “Gee whiz! I want that”—noting, however, that the greatest pressure 
on a design to incorporate such features is, very often, the mercantile drive 
to elicit those exact feelings of transient awe and desire. First from clients, 
to secure the buy-in; then from donors, to secure the funds; later to aid 
in capturing the attention of harried editors and impressionable writers; 
eventually, perhaps, to dazzle colleagues; and, always, to arrest the con-
suming gaze of civilians—future clients!—as they flip through a magazine 
like this one.

By that standard, this is a job well done. And as such it is typical of 
the work of Norten’s firm, which thoughtfully uses novel forms and suites 
of effects. “We didn’t want another box in the landscape,” says Norten,  
Hon. FAIA, of a landscape for which his firm began preparing the master 
plan in 2009. And he didn’t give his clients a box, outside, or in. To the ar-
chitects’ great credit, the interior spaces of the building are in fact very cool.

And functionally so. The trend among contemporary business 
schools is to give precedence to spaces for collaborative work. Here, those 
“non-programmed” spaces, as Norten calls them, generate the logic of the 
whole. A series of open lounges and labs, and a stack of conference rooms 
enclosed by fogged glass, inhabit a tall, narrow zone just behind the fully 
glazed, amply fritted, campus-facing wall of the main wing. Then—across 

Text by Philip Nobel
Photos by Peter Aaron/Esto
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Previous spread: The new 
business school serves as 
a gateway to the Rutgers 
campus, part of a master 
plan also designed by 
TEN Arquitectos (at left). 
Opposite: The building’s 
southwest corner, 
supported by canted 
columns, bridges a road 
onto the campus. Three-
dimensional metal panels 
from Centria clad the 
west and south façades. 
Top: Seen here from the 
southeast, the elevations 
facing the interior of 
the campus incorporate 
curtainwalls from Jangho 
with glass from Oldcastle 
BuildingEnvelope. Above: 
The north end of the 
L-shaped building is also 
glazed, placing the internal 
trusswork and structure 
on display.

Campus Master Plan

New Business 
School Building

Existing

Proposed

0 150 300
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a light-giving slot—offices and small classrooms are hung in a second 
discrete volume, the exposed surfaces of which are wrapped in shiny 
black-plastic sheets studded with little pyramids. That funky material 
also marks one side of the main corridor in an abutting third zone, where 
elevators, plumbing, larger classrooms, and the school’s enormous main 
auditorium find their home, backing up to the building’s great, blind wall 
facing the outside world.

It’s a smart organization of space, and one that is readily apparent 
coming in the front door, past the sitting area and greeting desk, where 
the gently sloped main stair—designed, and used, for gathering—takes 
you up two levels to nearly meet the ceiling in an intelligently, even lov-
ingly, compressed lounge area. It’s the first of so many examples, from 
the airy platforms opening off the suspended stairs that knit the “non-
programmed” zones together so well, to the more formal resting nooks, 
with their carved Corian benches, that are to be found outside the smaller 
classrooms within the carefully scaled, black-wrapped middle zone.

“We were always trying to find little opportunities for people to just 
sit and be there,” Norten says. And in that he and his team have succeeded; 
the building is alive inside, and the students are taking the architects’ cues 
and running with them.

There is always a “but” in this sort of building, where glamour has 
a voice in the process of design, where the production of desire, the 

ensorcelling of clients or donors or press, however useful in the early 
stages of a project, is given shape and made permanent in the construc-
tion itself. Now we return to the big move: that big bridge up there on its 
big, beautiful columns. From the road, approaching, and especially when 
rounding the traffic circle as one prepares to take the turn in, and under, 
and through, that feature of the building does an excellent job of sign-
posting the campus—as it was intended to do, serving here the broader 
purposes of TEN Arquitectos’ master plan.

But having carved that space out of the larger mass to give the build-
ing such an eye-catching roadside presence, there must also have been 
an incredible pressure to use that portico to aggrandize the pedestrian 
entrance—placing it there even if parking is elsewhere and not easily 
reached, and even if students will approach the building from the opposite 
direction (toward the glazed elevations that face the center of campus).

So we have here really two buildings, interpenetrating: A grandiose 
one, its forms derived in part by the need to impress through images, gener-
ating an architecture that has mostly served its purpose before the ground-
breaking. And living under the same roof—gaining little benefit from the 
drama outside—a neat, bright, smart series of accommodating spaces. It is 
a building that seems well-tempered to the needs of its users, apart from 
the nagging suspicion that, after paying the price charged for an architec-
ture of desire, they will be inclined to sneak in through the back door.
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Previous spread: A lounge at the top of the main 
staircase is the first “non-programmed space” that 
visitors encounter in the building, and it sets the tone for 
the interior strategy. Top left: The main pedestrian lobby 
is located under the bridge, in the western wing of the 
building. Above left: The main stair leads from the lobby 
to the lounge. Acoustical wall panels from Armstrong 
mitigate sound in the hard-surfaced space. Above right: 
The perimeter stair located on the eastern, glazed side of 
the building. Opposite: Additional lounge and breakout 
spaces are located throughout the building, especially 
around the main atrium in the western wing.
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Bernard Tschumi has reimagined Paris’s 
Beloved BuT crumBling 1934 zoo in a way 
ThaT imProves The exPerience for BoTh  
The visiTors and The animals.

Zoological 
Park of 
Paris
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The main entrance to 
the zoo directs visitors 
between two new  
ticketing halls, and 
underneath a canopy  
of chain-link panels.
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Interview by Aaron Betsky 
Photos by Iwan Baan

Last month, the Parc Zoologique de Paris reopened after a six-year reno-
vation by Bernard Tschumi Architects. A branch of the National Museum 
of Natural History, it is commonly referred to as the Zoo de Vincennes, 
because it is located in the Bois de Vincennes, a 2,459-acre park on the 
city’s east side. When the zoo opened in 1934, it was notable for presenting 
the animals without cages, in a semblance of their natural environment.  
Tschumi was tasked with maintaining this philosophy, and with preserv-
ing such landmark features as the Grand Rocher, a 215-foot artificial moun-
tain. Today, the park is home to more than 180 species from around the 
globe, including piranhas, lemurs, penguins, and a lion named Nero.

The situation you found was a rather idiosyncratic zoo, as I understand it.
Bernard Tschumi, FAIA: In 1934, the French opened this zoo, which had a 
few interesting characteristics, like those huge artificial rocks. Unfortu-
nately, the zoo was not very well maintained and about six years ago, it 
had to close and to be completely reformulated, both for biological rea-
sons—the concept of a zoo has completely changed—and also for security 
reasons. The place had become really dangerous.

Both for the animals and for the people, I take it.
Exactly. Some of the artificial rocks were falling on the heads of people and 
animals. The Museum of Natural History, which is in charge of the zoo, de-
cided to organize a competition between three large general contractors. 
One of them, called Bouygues, called me and said: “Would you like to be 
our architect?” And so we started to work for a little bit with them, and we 
were selected, and then we started to work for real.

It’s not exactly the world’s largest zoo. It seems fairly compact.
Absolutely. You make a very good point. It’s about 45 acres. That means that 
certain animals, elephants for example, are not there, because elephants 

Entry Pavilion Diagram

1

2

3

1. Entry canopy
2. Store
3. Ticketing
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need too much space. So the species were selected in relationship to the 
amount of space that they had at their disposal.

You felt that the architecture for the people and the animals should be the 
same, as much as possible, rather than there being one system for each.
Correct. The idea was not trying to make a sort of architectural acrobat-
ics for people and a different thing for the animals, but rather, to look for 
common denominators. In a zoo, by definition, you’re going to have aviar-
ies. You’re going to have tropical greenhouses. There are also a lot of tech-
nical buildings—places where the animals sleep and eat. They are fairly 
utilitarian buildings, especially considering the budget that we had. So for 
these, I developed a system of screens, continuing my own interest on the 
idea of double envelopes. Here we have a functional envelope and a visual 
envelope, the latter of which is made of wooden beams that are organized 
in a sort of random disorder so that they become a very informal back-
ground to the nature.

The first thing I thought was: “Bernard Tschumi has gone wild.” I am used 
to your work having a rather rigorous order to it, and I couldn’t think of 
another project where you had used such apparent randomness.
Well, I think you got it right. Everything was worked on using the most rig-
orous conceptual development, and we arrived at minimalist solutions, but 
this time the intention was to arrive at a design which would be a back-
ground, not a foreground. Much of the idea of a zoo is about a landscape, it’s 
what zoo people call biozones. For example, the planting—which was done 
by a very interesting landscape architect named Jacqueline Osty—tries to 
find a species of trees that looked like the Sahara, that looked like the tropics, 
like Patagonia. In other words, it’s re-creating a sort of ecosphere and so the 
architecture had to voluntarily take a back seat. But I also was interested in 
the notion of the double envelope, where one is functional and the other is 
the visual envelope and that one is the one which is random and disorderly.

Since you started from this notion that the visual language for people 
and the animals should be the same, did that sort of indicate that where 
they met was in a zone that was not the kind of logic-ordered zone of the 
urban environment?
It’s rather an environment that would displace you somehow. Whether 
you are a person or an animal, when you go to places—whether it’s the 
restaurant or the house of the rhinos—they are actually using the same 
architectural components. I was trying to say that there’s no such thing as 
an architecture which is 4,000 years of history, which is the architecture 
of humans, and then there’s another sort of shelters for animals, which are 
also preconceived ideas. I was trying to avoid that in both cases.

What does it say, conceptually, that the rhino enclosure and the restau-
rants are the same? It seems to go back to the idea of your Follies—this 
notion that similar forms can address or host different functions.
It’s interesting you say this. Who knows? The Follies were a highly elabo-
rate work of elements that were almost like a construction game. The zoo 
itself is much freer, much more random. The Follies are really markers—
they articulate the space around them, while at the zoo, it’s exactly the 
opposite. Each of the random wooden envelopes are there, not to activate 
the space, but rather to define it as a background. So it’s an anti-La Villette, 
with a few conceptual points in common.

It seems that the objects at the zoo shift and change themselves, depend-
ing on their function as well as their situation.
The aviary structures are quite important because a lot of animals—small 
mammals, monkeys, or birds—are in aviaries. Even small children are in 
aviaries that are used for education. The entrance of the zoo is, itself, like a 
very large aviary for the visitors. These structures do have a lot in common 
with the Follies—it’s a combination of parts that give you an incredible 
variety of geometries.

Large Animal Enclosure Façade Diagram

Steel structure

Wood slats

Concrete wall

Black-coated-metal 
cladding

Railing
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The large-scale animal 
enclosures, such as those 
for the zoo’s 16 giraffes, 
feature a corrugated metal 
envelope covered in a loose 
latticework of wooden slats. 
Beyond, the museum’s 
iconic Grand Rocher is one of 
the fake rocks that were part 
of the original 1934 design 
for the zoo.
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Above: Tschumi’s team 
used a kit of parts to create 
different geometries 
for each of the zoo’s 
freestanding aviaries.  
This image: A much larger 
aviary tucked behind 
artificial rock anchors one 
corner of the park.
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Small Aviary Diagrams

Large Aviary Section
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The small aviaries are 
made from black steel 
tubes overlaid with 
transparent wire mesh. 
Tschumi’s 300-foot-long 
greenhouse (at left) 
contains plants and 
animals native to  
the rainforest. 
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Greenhouse Section

1.  Zookeeper circulation
2. Small aviary
3. Vivariums

The greenhouse seems to be a bit outside of this system because its form 
and skin are unified. It is an object, a very clear object.
Yes, I would agree with you. Absolutely. The greenhouse is slightly differ-
ent—the enormous size of it, over 300 feet long, 75 to 80 feet high, means 
that the cost factor becomes such that you then have to totally rationalize 
the amount of material that you have in order to make it as efficient as 
possible. So that’s not surprising that we find geometries, which are not 
that different from some that were invented in the 19th century. The only 
difference here, the glass is curved—cold curved. It’s simply … it’s forced 
into place and, of course, it’s using all of the most up-to-date cooling and 
warming systems that one can do with greenhouses today, but the plate is 
not quite the same as what I discussed earlier with the aviaries and with 
the wooden slats. The thing they do have in common is the relationship 
between each of the small aviaries and the larger greenhouse. The small 
aviaries are just like fragments that are thrown into the landscape, some 
that go inside the greenhouse, some that stay scattered on the outside. 
And the scale shift between the main aviary, which is a huge area, and the 
small—and between this huge greenhouse and the small aviaries—I find 
a very interesting sort of correlation.

Zoos are, by their nature, didactic educational institutions. How do you 
address that, when so much of your work here has been about discoveries 
and layering, rather than the kind of didactic exposition of things?
Well, amusingly enough, when I got the commission, I thought of the 
new Acropolis Museum and I felt uneasy: Isn’t having giraffes in a zoo, 
away from their natural home, the same as having the Elgin Marbles at 
the British Museum? And then I realized, first of all, regarding the gi-
raffes, these giraffes had been in Paris for about eight generations—they 
were probably more Parisian than most of the people looking at them. 
Secondly, I think the intent of trying to show the animal in as close as 

possible to their native environment is a way to make people aware of 
how fragile that environment is. It has more to do with education than 
with event making.

You talk about the double skin, and you use that in places like the giraffe 
housing. But you also seem to be exploring the concept of filters, which 
seem to operate as an alternative to the double skin condition.
Well, the two work together. If you have a double or triple skin, some of the 
surfaces, some of the membranes can be absolutely opaque, waterproof, 
or airproof, while some others can be porous. Some let the light through, 
some stop the light, some filter the light. So, each of these envelopes at the 
zoo has its own characteristic and that you play with. The materiality of 
the envelope is quite important to me, in order to establish its character 
and its conceptual presence.

I have to ask: Did you go to zoos as a child?
Yes, in particular to this zoo as a little child. You know, I lived in Paris until 
about age 6 or 7 and the zoo had an incredible rock called the Monkey’s 
Rock—and boy, did I love it. As you see, it’s a full urban zoo. It’s a zoo where 
you hear sirens and garbage trucks. It’s quite big still.

And did you go to other zoos to prepare for this?
Yes, I went to a few zoos, but I also read a fantastic book called Constructions 
Animales by Bruno Corbara. It’s someone who wrote the interesting trea-
tise about how different species of animals build their nest or their burrow. 
It absolutely fascinated me to discover that animals, like architects, make 
a distinction between tabula rasa and genius loci, and you can distinguish 
animal construction by that division. You realize how much building, to 
animals, has to do with seduction and seducing your other mates, which  
I thought was very appropriate to architecture.
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Inside the greenhouse, 
tropical animals are 
housed within aviary 
structures similar to  
the ones outside.
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Vault house

residential
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Arch. Dome. VAult. The terms are relics of architectural history, but in 
Southern California they are also the building blocks of suburbia, where 
Mission-style McMansions flaunt endless stucco arches and vaulted foy-
ers. Principals Sharon Johnston, AIA, and Mark Lee of Los Angeles–based 
Johnston Marklee, however, have updated the archaic and used vaults to 
rethink a beach house in Oxnard, Calif., just north of Malibu.

Designed for Steven and Jerri Nagelberg, a couple who split their time 
between the shore and downtown L.A., Johnston Marklee’s scheme ad-
dresses a typology common to beachfront communities: Narrow and deep 
houses sit flank-to-flank along the sand, and while the living room and 
second-floor master suite of each look onto the ocean, the rest of the house 
is typically a dim warren.

“At the outset of the design, we asked ourselves how to bring light, 
air, and a view all the way into the house,” Lee says. Rooms in Johnston 
Marklee’s 3,600-square-foot scheme are organized so that one flows into 
another, from the all-glass beachfront façade to the street, allowing for 
glimpses of the Pacific throughout the house. The architects pushed the 
second-floor master suite back from the waves—allowing the living room 
to fill the whole front of the house—and carved out a courtyard into the 
middle of the plan. The result is that every room has access to the outdoors. 

Vaulted ceilings of different sizes and curvatures define each room, 
from the kitchen to the guest bedrooms. The office created a 6-foot-long 
model in order to show the clients and the contractor how the curves come 
together, but construction was straightforward; the vaults were formed 
out of wood framing and dropped from the floor plate. “We are interested 
in using simple geometries to create complex effect,” Lee says. “We design 
in Rhino, but we could have designed the house using a compass.”

Section D–D₁Section C–C₁

0 10 ft
VAULT HOUSE
SECTIONS - 1/16” = 1’0”

Section A–A₁ Section B–B₁

VAULT HOUSE
SECTIONS - 1/16” = 1’0”

Text by Mimi Zeiger 
Photos by Eric Staudenmaier
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0 8 16

1. Garage
2. Utility room
3. Entrance
4. Living room
5. Kitchen/dining
6. Courtyard
7. Multipurpose room
8. Guest bedroom
9. Bathroom
10. Master bedroom
11. Master bathroom

Beach-Level Plan First-Floor Plan Second-Floor Plan Previous page and 
opposite: The house’s 
smooth white form is 
achieved using GrailCoat 
on the exterior—the 
elastomeric, cementitious 
membrane doesn’t require  
control joints or metal 
flashing. This image: 
The limited, mostly 
white, materials palette 
continues throughout: 
limestone floors inside 
and out, painted drywall 
for the interior walls  
and vaults.
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Opposite: The home’s 
central courtyard has direct 
access to the beach via a 
side staircase. This image:  
In addition to providing 
light and outdoor living 
space, the courtyard divides 
the home into a family 
volume, seen here with  
the master suite stacked 
over the kitchen, and  
guest volume, seen in  
the photo opposite.
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Skylight Detail

Top: The double-height living room window is visible 
throughout the house. This image: The variation of 
the vaults allows for different gradients of light over 
the curved surfaces.

Dome  
skylight

Fluorescent fixture

Parallel 
strand 
lumber 
beam

Gypsum 
board

GrailCoat
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CityLife, page 86
Project  CityLife, Milan
Design Architects  Zaha Hadid Architects, London  
(tower and residences); Studio Daniel Libeskind,  
New York (tower and residences); Arata Isozaki &  
Associates, Tokyo (tower)
Developer  CityLife
Size  90 acres

Rutgers Business School, page 92
Project  Rutgers Business School, Piscataway, N.J.
Client  Rutgers University
Architect  TEN Arquitectos, New York and Mexico City—
Enrique Norten, Hon. FAIA (principal-in-charge); James 
Carse (project manager); Barbara Wilks, FAIA, Andrea 
Steele, AIA, Erik Martinez, Joe Murray, Shary Tawil, Wook 
Kang, Vahid Musah, Erik Lang, AIA, Melany Wimpee, 
Julian Palacio, AIA, Jae Hun Hor, Ricardo Umansky,  
David Maestres, Assoc. AIA (project team)
Associate Architect  Richard Bienenfeld Architect
M/E Engineer  WSP Flack+Kurtz
Structural Engineer  WSP Cantor Seinuk
Civil and Geotechnical Engineer  Langan Engineering
Construction Manager  Structure Tone
General Contractor  Century 21 Construction
Landscape Architect  W Architecture and Landscape 
Architecture
Lighting Designer  Horton Lees Brogden Lighting Design
Exterior Wall  Front
Roofing  Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates
Vertical Transportation  VDA
Acoustics  Lally Acoustical Consulting
Geothermal Consultant  Concord Engineering Group
Cost Estimator  Davis Langdon
Size  143,000 square feet
Cost  $85 million (building, geothermal, and campus 
improvements)

Material and Sources
Carpet  Bentley Prince Street bentleyprincestreet.com
Ceilings  Armstrong armstrong.com
Concrete  County Concrete countyconcretenj.com
Flooring  Johnson Screens www.johnsonscreens.com;  
Key Resin keyresin.com
Glass  Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope oldcastlebe.com; 
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain vetrotechusa.com
Insulation  Roxul roxul.com
Metal  Centria centria.com; Mohawk Metal  
mohawkmetalsales.com
Millwork  Educational & Laboratory Systems  
allcustomwoodwork.com; Ideal Lockers ideallockers.com

Paints and Finishes  Albi albi.com; Sherwin-Williams 
sherwin-williams.com
Roofing  Carlisle carlisle-ccw.com; Siplast siplast.com
Seating  Sedia Systems sediasystems.com
Site and Landscape Products  Escofet escofet.com;  
Landscape Forms landscapeforms.com
Windows and Doors  Erie Architectural Products  
erieap.com; Jangho Curtain Wall janghogroup.com

Zoological Park of Paris, page 100
Project  Zoological Park of Paris, Paris
Client  Chrysalis/Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle
Architect  Bernard Tschumi Architects, New York and 
Paris—Bernard Tschumi, FAIA (director); Joel Rutten, 
Chris Lee, Kate Scott (co-directors)
Associate Architect  Véronique Descharrières
Mechanical Engineer  Setec Bâtiment
Structural Engineer, Aviaries  Hugh Dutton Associés
Landscape Planner  Atelier Jacqueline Osty et Associés
Project Management  Synthèse Architecture with 
Bernard Hemery
General Contractor  Bouygues
Wood Specialist Engineer  Johannes Natterer
Scenography  El Hassani and Keller
Size  15 hectares (1.61 million square feet)
Cost  €165 million ($228.4 million)

Material and Sources
Animal Equipment  Equip’Horse, Fauna Research
Aquarium  Usine Coutant
Aquarium Design  Ocean Project oceanprojects.fr
Earthenware Tiles  Groupe Cerabain cerabain.com
Fake Rocks  AAB aab-fr.com
Fences  Dirickx Procede
Fire Protection  CDPI
Foundations  Alpharoc www.alpharoc.fr
Geosciences  Fugro
Greenhouse Construction  Richel www.richel.fr
Interior and Exterior Sprinklers  Sirev www.sirev.fr
Joinery  Entr’axe
Landscaping  Agrigex, Vertdeco Sarl; Dynamique  
Environement (natural environment rehabilitation)
Low-Voltage Electricity  Lafont
Metalwork  Leveque Metallerie
Park Games and Environment Enrichment  GPE
Plaster and Painting  Alazard
Pool  La Celtique laceltiquetp.fr
Resin Floor  Resinov 
Security Systems, Protective Nets, and Lifelines   
JFP Protection jfpprotection.com
Signage  Boscher Signaletique Image

Special Foundations  Soletanche Bachy Pieux 
soletanche-bachy.com
Structural Metals  Construction Metalliques  
Charondiere charondiere.com
Structure Design Office  ASI-AS Ingénierie,  
ETI eti-ingenierie.fr
Textiles  Esmery Caron esmery-caron.com
Water Study Office  Enertek

Vault House, page 113
Project  Vault House, Oxnard, Calif.
Client  Steven and Jerri Nagelberg
Architect  Johnston Marklee, Los Angeles—Sharon 
Johnston, AIA; Mark Lee (principals); Katrin Terstegen 
(project manager); Andri Luescher, Nicholas Hofstede, 
Anna Neimark, Anton Schneider, Yoshi Nagamine,  
Ryan Roettker (project team)
Interior Designer  Associates III
Structural Engineer  William Koh and Associates
General Contractor  RJP Construction & Painting— 
Raymond Puzio
Lighting Designer  Light Studio LA (art lighting);  
Luminesce Design—Heather Libonati
Coastal Hazard and Wave Runup Study  Geosoils
Audiovisual Consultant  Chapman AV System
Facilitator  SC Planners
Geotechnical Consultant  Earth Systems Southern 
California
Size  3,600 square feet
Cost  Withheld

Material and Sources
Acoustical System  Baswaphon baswaphon.com
Appliances  Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet  
kalamazoogourmet.com; Miele mieleusa.com;  
Sub-Zero subzero-wolf.com
Bathroom Fixtures  Hansgrohe hansgrohe-usa.com; 
Kohler kohler.com; KWC kwc.us.com; Vola vola.com
Cabinets  Poggenpohl poggenpohl.com
Countertops  Caesarstone caesarstoneus.com
Exterior Wall Systems  GrailCoat grailcoat.com; stucco
Flooring  Limestone
Lighting  C.W. Cole & Co. (custom fixtures)  
colelighting.com
Masonry and Stone  Daltile (limestone) daltile.com
Structural System  Concrete deck and grade beam, 
driven piles (foundation), structural steel, wood framing
Windows and Doors  Fleetwood fleetwoodusa.net
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ZERO INTERNATIONAL has more that 50 
different models for protection against smoke, 
fre, sound, and air infltration. Fixed or adjustable 
systems with brush, sponge, closed cell, solid 
neoprene, magnet inserts and with intumescent 
if needed. Aluminum, Bronze, Anodized or Steel, 
in-stock and custom housings. Need sill 
protection?…we have many. See our full-line 
catalog or contact our engineering department.

CELEBRATING 90 YEARS

ZERO INTERNATIONAL 

718-585-3230 

zerointernational.com

HEAD & JAMB 

DOOR PROTECTION

Magnetic Steel 

Whiteboard Walls 

WhiteWalls.com

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Classifeds/Resource

Circle no. 300

Circle no. 304Circle no. 303

Circle no. 302

on how to be a part of the next

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

MAGAZINE

special advertising section, 

contact Jaeda Mohr at 

202-736-3453.

FOR INFORMATION

sales@menzies-metal.com

1 . 8 0 0 . 6 6 5 . 8 8 4 0800 .0 . 6666666 6666 5555 8888. 8555

Menzies

New Website
www.menzies-metal.com

New features:

 • User friendly

 • Specifcations - long and short

 • Architectural drawings

 • Product listings for
  Canadian and US Standards

 • Installation instructions

 • Warranty

 • MSDS sheets

 • Mobile friendly
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Waterproof i ng Systems

800-882-1896 • www.eproserv.com

High Performance 

Waterproofing and 

Gas Barrier Systems

Epro Design 
• Composite Technology (laminated components)
• Field Installed
• Monolithic 
• Highly Adhesive
• Flexible Component Selection

Purpose of Design
• Superior Strength
• Simplifies Leak Detection
• Reduces the Effects of Future Movement
• Redundancy of Protection 
• Maximizes Drainage Planes
• Custom Design for Special Requirements

Complete Redundancy
• Monolithic and Fully Bonded Barrier
• Multiple Waterproofing Barriers
• Multiple Protection and Drainage Courses

Application Systems

• ICF Construction
• Concrete and Block Walls
• Blindside
• Beneath Slab 
• Between Slab and Deck

Circle no. 301



Fire-Rated Glazing

Pyrobel® is a clear fre-resistant glazing material 

manufactured by AGC Glass for applications up to 2 

hours with hose stream. Pyrobel is impact rated and 

blocks radiant heat, while preventing fre expansion to 

protected side. Pyrobel 60 and 120 may be butt-glazed 

to create a non-load bearing transparent wall system. 

UL certifed.

www.pyrosafeglass.com

AGC Glass Company North America

EHV-Vanity Brackets

Rangine Corporation   330 Reservoir Street

Needham, MA 02494   www.rakks.com  

RakksRakks

RRakks
In supporting roles everywhere

Rakks Vanity Brackets simplify and

reduce the cost of installing ADA sinks 

with millwork enclosures. Brackets are

supplied with wooden strips on the 

front faces for easy installation of 

panels.  Available in both stocked and 

make-to-order sizes.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Resource

Circle no. 308 Circle no. 309

Circle no. 306

Circle no. 305

Circle no. 307

www.bankerwire.com   800-523-6772

Banker Wire will weave 
any mesh pattern you can imagine.
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The inside Track  

sTarTs here.

curve
Stay ahead of the

What’s next? What’s now? Track the 
trends anytime at architectmagazine.
com. It’s the premier website for 
practicing architects, featuring news, 
project galleries, continuing education, 
blogs, and videos. It’s not a shortcut to 
success, but it certainly gives you the 
inside track.

See for yourself today at
architectmagazine.com

INTEGRATED LIGHTING & CONTROLS SOLUTIONS 

LFI Booth #3808



N e w !  f r o m

The new ultra-slim i400 LED luminaire can 

be adjusted in 5 degree increments up to 

90 degrees to signifcantly improve wall wash 

lighting.  Single cable with both power and 

dimming control. 

Proprietary asymmmetic optic.

 

www.electrix.com

i400 
Asymmetric

LED Luminaire

90+ lumens per watt!

90º

CUSTOM CRAFTED WINDOWS & DOORS

With Hope’s  Thermal Evolution™  technology,  

thermal performance is  dramatically enhanced.  

Solid steel remains solid. And steel windows  

remain just as narrow and graceful  as ever.

www.hopeswindows.com/evolution

BREAK WITH TRAdITIon.

CENTRIA’s 

Formawall® 

Graphix™ Series, 

now improved 

with Directional 

Reveals, is a single 

insulated metal 

panel that can 

be customized 

to look like up 

to 24 smaller ones. With 

the ability to combine horizontal, 

vertical and even diagonal reveals, the unique, 

complex patterns you can create are limited 

only by where you draw the line.  

To learn more, visit

CENTRIAperformance.com

or call 1.800.250.8675

Formawall® Graphix™ Series

with Directional Reveals

www.mockett.com • (800) 523-1269

Stunning Leather Door Pulls!

3/4" rod by 15 3/4" 
DH401-17S-91H
Satin Nickel with 
Chocolate Brown  

leather

3/4" rod by 15 3/4"
DH402-17S-90

Satin Nickel 
with Black leather

gage78.com

Envolution™ combines 
the look of fnished 
precast concrete 
with the exceptional 
thermal effciency of 
insulated metal panels 
in the new Cast-Wall 
panel. The durable 
exterior, factory 
cured Cast-Cote® 
fnish defends against 
weather and impact, 
while conforming to the requirements of many 
area developments; unlike feld-applied fnishes, 
it can be installed in virtually any weather 
condition.

envolution.com • 877.585.9969

Envolution™ Cast-Wall

Insulated Metal Panel

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N
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Nelson™ BLOCK ©2012 modularArts, Inc. U.S. Patent 8,375,665 

modulararts.com  206.788.4210  made in the USA

We unleash the science 

of light to make people 

and our planet look, feel, 

and heal better.

www.lsgc.com

Action Maple Flooring for 
Business or Home

Action specializes 
solely in superb, 
dense, white 
maple grown only 
in northern  
Wisconsin and 
Michigan. Our 

MFMA accredited mill is the only one to earn 
Carbon Negative certifcation, and our maple 
can contribute to LEED credits. Available in  
a range of grades and widths, Action maple is  
a lasting choice for businesses or homes.

For more information, contact  
Action Floor Systems, LLC

info@actionfoors.com
800-746-3512
www.actionfoors.com

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Resource

Circle no. 325

Circle no. 320

Circle no. 323

Circle no. 321

Circle no. 324

Circle no. 319

Circle no. 322

modernfan.com
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Wagner Lumenrail® LED handrail is 
now available in 4 color temperatures, 
3 light outputs, and 2 lens options to 
meet the needs of any project — 
producing up to 364 lumens per foot.

Wagnerarchitectural.com
systems@mailwagner.com

(414) 716 - 8401

WWW.TAKTL-LLC.COM

Rain-screen Cladding
Facade+Wall Panels
Cast Elements

Now it’s easier than ever to stay connected to the 

BEST source of the latest news and information.

CONNECT WITH

ARCHITECT
WHEREVER YOU ARE!

Start Receiving the FREE 

Digital Edition Today

Are any of your colleagues 

borrowing your magazine? 

Suggest that they sign up for 

the Digital Edition as well.

If you are already receiving the print 
magazine, we don’t mind sending you 
the Digital Edition as well.

REQUEST THE DIGITAL EDITION ONLINE:

 omeda.com/arch/dig/1M4DIG



Congratulations
TO HANLEY WOOD’S JESSE H. NEAL AWARD WINNERS

AFFORDABLE HOUSING FINANCE

APARTMENT FINANCE TODAY

AQUATICS INTERNATIONAL

ARCHITECT

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

BIG BUILDER

BUILDER

CUSTOM HOME

ECOHOME

ECOSTRUCTURE

MULTIFAMILY EXECUTIVE

POOL & SPA NEWS

PROSALES

PUBLIC WORKS

REMODELING

REPLACEMENT CONTRACTOR

RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT

THE JOURNAL OF LIGHT CONSTRUCTION

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Hanley Wood is committed to publishing quality content 

that serves the information needs of construction industry 

professionals. Our editors have once again been honored 

by the most prestigious editorial awards program. Join us 

in congratulating them.

2014 WINNERS

JOURNAL OF LIGHT CONSTRUCTION | Best Technical Content 

REMODELING | Best Profile

REMODELING | Best Subject-Related Package

2014 FINALISTS

ARCHITECT

AQUATICS INTERNATIONAL

BUILDER

MULTIFAMILY EXECUTIVE

POOL & SPA NEWS

The following Hanley Wood brands 
have been recognized over 95 
times for editorial achievement.



connectTO NEWS

ARCHITECT Newswire is a FREE 
comprehensive daily newsletter compiling 
web articles, blog posts, and other information 
on the business and design of architecture. 
Also included is content from various social 
networking tools and opinions from leaders 
across the web.

ARCHITECT Weekly is a FREE once-a-week 
newsletter that features industry news,  
design inspiration, market intelligence, and 
business and technology solutions for the 
architectural industry.

SIGN UP TODAY! 
www.omeda.com/arch/1M1ENBD

Request these newsletters and receive industry 
news as it’s happening
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AGC Glass Company North America 13 290 us.agc.com 

Allied Technical Services  17 215 visualspecbuilder.com 

Alucobond 23 290 www.alucobondusa.com/thenamessaysitall/beginning 

American Standard Brands C3 240 dxv.com 

American Institute of Architects 44 - www.aia.org/convention 

American Institute of Architects 46 - www.aia.org/business 

Amerlux 20-21 82 www.amerlux.com/LightFair2014 

ARCAT 39 269 arcat.com 

Architect 50 33 - architect50.com 

Architect Newsletter 126 - www.omdea.com/arch/1M1ENBD 

Barn Light Electric Company 41 71 barnlightelectric.com 800-407-8784

Blue Book Network, The 15 446 www.bpmselect.com 

Boral Brick 27 419 www.boralbricks.com 800.5BORAL5

Boral Stone to Cultured Stone® by Boral® 29 418 www.culturedstone.com 800.255.1727

Cascade Coil Drapery 69 58 www.cascadecoil.com 800.999.2645

CR Laurence 67 73 crl-arch.com/blumcraft 

Doug Mockett & Company, Inc. 23 405 www.mockett.com 800.523.1269

Dyson Airblade 83 210 www.dysonairblade.com 

EarthWerks 68 55 www.eathwerks.com 800-275-7943

Eldorado Stone 2-3 296 eldoradostone.com/inspiration 800.925.1491

Electrix 69 90 www.electrix.com 

Ellison Bronze 63 258 ellisonbronze.com 800-665-6445

Glen Raven Custom Fabrics, LLC 64 219 futureofshade.com 

Glen Raven Custom Fabrics, LLC 65 406 trade.sunbrella.com/build 

Guardian SunGuard 5 252 SunGuardGlass.com 866-GuardSG

Greenbuild Expo 119 - www.greenbuildexpo.com 

Hanley Wood’s Neal Award 125 - www.hanleywood.com 

Hanover Architectural Products 66 298 www.hanoverpavers.com 800.426.4242

Harmonic Environments 42 94 www.HarmonicEnvironments.com 800.497.3529

Huber 24 413 ZIPsystem.com/architect13 888.761.7142

Invisible Structures, Inc. 10 246 www.invisiblestructures.com 800.233.1510

Kolbe&Kolbe 51 32 www.kolbecommercial.com 800.955.8177

Lightfair 112 - lightfair.com 

LightLouver  23 213 lightlouver.com 866.929.8991

Lighting Science Group 73 223 www.lsgc.com 

Lithonia Lighting 71 161 www.Lithonia.com/Breez 

Loewen Windows 35 207 loewen.com 

Lutron C4 401 www.lutron.com/LED 877.DIM.LED8

MacroAir 51-55, 56 232, 283 macroairfans.com 

Major Industries 41 190 majorskylights.com 888-759-2678

Mermet Contract 8-9 33 mermetusa.com 866.902.9647

Mitsubishi Electric Cooling & Heating 51-55, 57 232, 289 MitsubishiPro.com 

modularArts 84 - modulararts.com 206.788.4210

NewMat USA 85 295 http://www.pglights.com 631-253-9277

Nichiha USA 11 233 nichiha.com/colorexpressions 866.424.4421

Ornamental Metal Institute of New York 12 177 www.ominy.org 212-697-5554

Owens Corning 81 255 owenscorning.com/sciencedoesntlie 

Quality Edge 40 186 matterhornmetalroofing.com 

RAB Lighting 37 435 architectureloves.com 

reThink Wood 31 75 www.rethinkwood.com/education 

Reinvention 75 - www.residentialarchitect.com

Saftifirst 19 404 www.safti.com 888.653.3333

SELUX 16 74 selux.us 

Sherwin Williams 58 167 sherwinwilliams.com 

Steel Institute of New York 14 282 www.siny.org 212-697-5533

TAKTL 7 187 www.taktl-llc.com 412.486.1600

Technical Glass Products C2-1 37 fireglass.com/clearfloor 800.426.0279

U.S. Green Building Council 22 86 usgbc.org/LEEDOn 

VT Industries 76-77 40 VTDoors.com 800-827-1615 ext512

Advertiser                                                                    Page                              Circle                                    Website                                                                                    Phone

ad index 

  Publisher not liable for errors or omissions
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First AwArd
1962 P/A Awards Jury
Fred Bassetti
Gordon Bunshaft
Arthur Drexler
G. Holmes Perkins
Henry A. Pfisterer

Text by John Morris dixon, FAiA

EvEry P/A AwArds jury reflects the design 
concerns of its time. In the early 1960s, the  
focus was on the relationships of buildings to 
each other and to adjoining open spaces. Urban 
design—dealing with physical form—was then 
emerging as a discipline distinct from statistics-
driven city planning.

In bestowing a First Award on Philadel-
phia’s Municipal Services Building, the 1962 
jury praised the way the structure provided for 
500,000 square feet of city offices. But jurors 
were equally impressed with how it related to 
public plazas being opened up around the adja-
cent City Hall.

The proposed building was an 18-story tow-
er with a cross-shaped plan. A lofty glass-walled 
lobby occupied a small street-level footprint, and 
office floors above cantilevered out four ways. A 
gracious stair led down to departments requir-
ing the most public access on a concourse below, 
which was linked to underground transit.

While presenting an image of civic dignity, 
the building was clearly deferential to the mas-
sive City Hall. The relationship was underscored 
by cladding its curtainwalls in a similar gray 
granite. Its more than 1,600 identical stone-
framed windows were prefabricated for inser-
tion into the building’s frame.

When commenting on award-winning 
projects, P/A juries often expressed reservations 
about prevalent trends. That year, juror Arthur 
Drexler welcomed a turn away from projects that 
resembled “industrial artifacts,” toward works 
that “look like buildings, and look as if they 
were meant to last.” This building, completed in 
1965, appears to have survived in fine condition,  
continuing to fulfill its original purpose.

PhiladelPhia’s MuniciPal 
services Building, By vincent 
Kling, won high Praise for  
its contriBution to Broader 
urBan design.

City OffiCes, 
Urban 
LinChpin

Past Progressives
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NEW 5-Series 

LED driver with 

EcoSystem®

• For energy-saving 

applications

• Models available from 

35 W to 75 W

• Starting at 
$50.00 suggested 

contractor price

Flicker-free 
and continuous 
5% dimming

 Specify LEDs with Confi dence

 Simplify Your Lighting Control Projects with Lutron EcoSystem

Guaranteed compatibility between Lutron controls, drivers, and 

sensors—backed by Lutron quality and 24/7 service.

 Meet Stringent Energy Codes and Green Building Standards†

EcoSystem digital addressability allows you to easily implement 

automatic shut-off, daylighting, and dimming for multi-level control.

 Design for Change

Digital fi xture control means you can easily adapt to change during 

design and commissioning, as well as during times of churn—

without rewiring.

 Leverage our High Performance Fixture List

Find a fi xture that is already available with a Lutron driver: 

visit www.lutron.com/LED or call 1.877.DIM.LED8. 

Or ask your fi xture manufacturer for EcoSystem.

    Visit us at LIGHTFAIR booth #2925 or AIA booth #2431 

to experience what’s new from Lutron.

†  California Title 24, ASHRAE 90.1, 

ASHRAE189.1, IECC, IgCC

Circle no. 401 or http://architect.hotims.com


